VLADIMIR PUTIN’S INFORMATION WARFARE, OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS IN WASHINGTON, DC

“The speech of the head of Russia Today [MargaritaSimonyan] aroused great professional interest among the audience…Servicemen and information front fighters solve the same tasks, defending the interests of the Motherland.” Red Star. Mar. 2018

“We need stories on all [US/NATO] forces deployments near Russian Borders.” Peter Martinichev, Mg. Editor, Sputnik, Feb. 2017
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There is an inverse relationship between public access to the Internet and the inability of governments and institutions to control information flow and hence state allegiance, ideology, public opinion, and policy formulation. Increase in public access to the Internet results in an equivalent decrease in government and institutional power.

Indeed, after September 11, 2001, Internet traffic statistics show that many millions of Americans have connected to alternative news sources outside the continental United States. The information they consume can be and often is contrary to U.S. government statements and U.S. mainstream media reporting. Recognizing this, terrorists will coordinate their assaults with an adroit use of cyberspace for the purpose of manipulating perceptions, opinion, and the political and socioeconomic direction of many nation-states.

_Terror in Cyberspace: Terrorists Will Exploit and Widen the Gap Between Governing Structures and the Public, Feb. 1, 2002_
The information environment is the total of individuals, organizations, and systems that collect, process, disseminate, or act on information. The actors include leaders, decision makers, individuals, and organizations. Resources include the materials and systems employed to collect, analyze, apply, or disseminate information.

The information environment is where humans and automated systems observe, orient, decide, and act upon information, and is therefore the principal environment of decision making.

Even though the information environment is considered distinct, it resides within each of the four domains of air, land, sea, and space.

Army Special Operations Forces
Unconventional Warfare
September 2008
Yuri Bakay, Mg. Director, Helps Russians do Business in USA (Russian?)
https://www.mindcruncher.com/en/

Mikhail Safronov, Vice President (Russian)
Located on Linkedin

Mindia Gaveshali, Bureau Chief (Russian)
Located on Linkedin, Quoted in US Media

Peter Martinichev, Mg. Editor (Russian)
Former writer, Russia Today

Anatasia Shevaleva, Sr. Editor (Russian)
Byline Sputnik News Wire. Not confirmed: married to Gazprom official

Mike Hughes, Editor (US Citizen)
https://www.hughesworldnews.com/
(visited Moscow for a Management Meeting)

Kristin Dailey, Editor (US Citizen?)
Former Mg. Editor, Daily Star in Lebanon (10 yrs) Freelance in Iran (2 yrs)
(Not confirmed: husband in Iranian jail)

Zlatko Kovach, Editor (US Citizen)
Located on Facebook, Speaks 8-10 languages, Tufts University graduate

Liuda Chernova, Sr. Reporter
Byline for Sputnik News Wire, Travels USA reporting on shootings, consulate closings, STRATCOM, United Nations

Cara Rinkoff, White House Reporter
Located on Twitter, former Newsroom staffer

Martin Seiff, Reporter
Former UPI, Washington Times, nominated in past life for Pulitzer Prize

Willis Witter, Reporter
Former Editor at the Washington Times

Kris Rivera, Reporter, (El Paso, Texas)

Olesya Manokhina, Reporter & Dimitry Zlodorev, Reporter (both on Linkedin)
SPUTNIK USA, WEBSITE

Christopher Pyburn, Mg Editor

Listed as mg editor for RIA Global but he sits in and amongst other Sputnik Website staff.

Mindia Gaveshali as Burea Chief appears to be Pyburn’s positional superior.

Website staff appears to be made up of 8-10 US citizens at any one time.

The Sputnik News Wire feeds the website and/or website staff will pick and choose what stories they choose.

SPUTNIK USA, RADIO

The flagship radio program appears to be Brian Becker’s Loud and Clear. Becker is a key figure in the Party of Socialism and Liberation. https://www.liberationnews.org/

Radio program By Any Means Necessary is hosted by Eugene Puryear the vice presidential nominee of the Party for Socialism and Liberation in 2018.

Radio Program Fault Lines is hosted by Garland Nixon and Lee Stranahan (Breibart)

RIA NOVOSTI (RIA USA)
Publishes in Russian


Mikhail Turgiev, Mg Editor
Located on Linkedin

Tatiana Kaimykova, Reporter
Located on Linkedin

Ekaterina Sobol (Katya), Reporter
Located on Linkedin

Grigory Dubovitsky, Sr Reporter
Located on Linkedin

Alexey Bogdanovskiy, Reporter
Located on Linkedin
FINANCING

RIA GLOBAL, SPUTNIK USA: A figure of $9,436,900 is listed in RIA Global’s FARA filing which includes equipment, cost per article (by type) and radio program. It is unclear if the $9.4 million number includes the items below. https://www.fara.gov/docs/6524-Exhibit-AB-20180216-2.pdf

SPUTNIK RADIO: The FARA filing for Reston Translator’s carry-fee reads: The Client shall pay the Contractor a fee...in the amount of nine hundred thousand (900,000.00) US Dollars and 00 cents... The Parties determined the price for one (1) calendar month of broadcasting of the Client’s Radio Programs amounts to Thirty thousand (30,000.00) US Dollars and 00 cents. https://www.fara.gov/docs/6490-Exhibit-AB-20171115-2.pdf

RTTV: Listed a figure of $585,000 per month. https://www.fara.gov/docs/6496-Exhibit-AB-20171211-2.pdf

I estimate the salaries range from $125,000 for the top Russians and $40,000 to $60,000 for reporters, web staffers, radio production, etc. With 35-40 onsite employees, some part time (unknown hourly rate), that’s a fair amount of payroll. That number excludes contributions to the menu of health care they offer through the DC exchange.

Unknown if the figures include fee to vendors such as, telecommunications, payroll/ accounting, IT services or lease space at a prime K Street location.

There appears to be no shortage of funds for desktops, headphones, cable TV boxes.

VENDORS

Some vendors have few degrees of separation from Russia. For example, the payroll and accounting service http://www.nbaccorp.com/cpa-clients/ is run by Boris Foxman. According to his bio “Foxman serves on the advisory board for the State of Maryland Leningradsky Region Sister State Program, serves on the board for the Montgomery County Sister City Inc, and chairs the board of the American Association for Russian Language, Culture & Education. He served on the Gaithersburg Multicultural Committee, volunteered as a grant reviewer for the United Way, facilitated the Russian Art Project in Washington DC and sponsored the Alley of Russian Poets and Composers. He completed a Certified Financial Planner program at the College for Financial Planning in Denver, CO. Mr. Foxman graduated from the Tomsk Polytechnical Institute with Bachelor of Science in Robotics and completed an individualized program in accounting and economics at the Tomsk State University.”

The IT staff that stop by every month or so speak Russian. Software or hardware problems are conducted remotely from Moscow or somewhere in Russia.
SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE: WORK ENVIRONMENT

Over a 1 year and 10 month period there were 3 firings/releases, including my own, and 2 significant incidents

1. An editor was released for verbally abusing, challenging, chastising the behavior of Cara Rinkoff and Liuda Chernova. Peter Martinichev was the hiring authority.

2. Feinberg: I was not privy to the former White House reporter’s conversations with management on assignments and boundaries. On the day Feinberg was released, he walked into the Sputnik News Wire bullpen and stated, loudly, “I’ve been fired and I don’t know why.” Peter Martinichev was the hiring authority. Cara Rinkoff figured a bit in this firing.

3. John “Jeff” Stanton: I was released on 10 April 2018 in the morning by the office manager Yulia Zalevskaya. Peter Martinichev was the hiring authority but was not present nor was Mindia Gaveshali. I arrived and tried to log in to the computer system but was blocked. I reported to Yulia that I was locked out. Not long after that, she came into the Sputnik News bullpen and asked me to come with her in Gaveshali’s office. I did so. Once inside she handed me a three sentence letter indicating that I was being released. As SPUTNIK USA is an “at will” employer no reason was necessary or given. I asked her if it was “about the reporter”. She said, “It is not about you, a decision was made.” She told me to contact her if I needed COBRA (see The End).

4. Roughly 2-3 months ago Mindia Gaveshali came rushing in to the Sputnik Wire News bullpen and began yelling at staff asking who had said we should not bother covering negative stories about Sputnik USA. Kristin Dailey challenged him on his actions and stood him down.

5. In 2017, Mindia Gaveshali came into the Sputnik News Wire bullpen and yelled at an employee for eating at his desk. I was not in the office at the time but was told of the matter.

Workplace friction was the norm day in and say out. Some staff members bickered between themselves over voice levels, volume on the TV, edits I found myself caught up in it on rare occasions.

Not once over the 1 year and 10 month period was their ever an all-hands Sputnik News Wire editorial staff meeting. Reporters were Information Harvesters combing the WWW for story ideas. Once a story was found the might fit in the box, it had to be sent to designated editors (usually 2 Russian, 2 US). You’d not know if someone else had pitched the same idea. If they liked it, you might wait 5 to 30 minutes for approval. Sometimes they’d tell you it was already done or assigned to someone else.

I found that Peter Martinichev and Anastasia Shevaleva were very poor at office interpersonal relationships, Their hands-off management style was responsible for stoking staff bickering. In more that one instance, they would say nothing as employees argued loudly until it appeared matters might get out of hand. Only then would they utter something. They certainly are fine professional wordsmiths, for sure, and very good at
English usage, but managing a newsroom by creating a team ethic and attitude was not their mission. One staff member would loudly drop F-Bombs at every turn. Another contributed MF-Bombs on occasion.

Rarely, there were awkward gatherings around a smallish circular table to celebrate Russian holidays. Champagne and wine would be served.

The Russians spoke often of work matters in their native language. In fact they spoke Russian more frequently than English. Makes sense until you realize that you are cutting out one-half of the staff from insights. That creates a natural divide. Who knows what they are talking or laughing about?

RIA Novosti staff sat behind the last row of reporters (where I sat). They seem far more team oriented and I believe they enjoyed their craft.

**SPUTNIK WEBSITE: WORK ENVIRONMENT**

I can’t comment directly other than to say it appears they enjoyed plying their wares as individuals in a team setting. The staff appeared to be all US citizens, younger and more diverse. Never heard any tirades from Web personnel. They were located in a different section of the floor.

**SPUTNIK RADIO: WORK ENVIRONMENT**

I can’t comment directly. The radio hosts on site that I met were all very professional from Brian Becker to John Kiriakou and everyone in between. I co-hosted a radio program and thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

**OTHER: PERSONNEL**

Beverly Hunt is SPUTNIK USA’s public relations staffer.

Yulia Zalevskaya replaced Anna Grineva as the SPUTNIK USA office manager 3-4 months ago.

One or two of the SPUTNIK RADIO hosts also have programs on WPFW FM,

Cassandra Fairbanks left Sputnik for Big League Politics.

Anna Varfolomeeva held a Pentagon Press Pass, Building Access. She left for another position not-affiliated with Sputnik.

**NOTE: Pentagon Force Protection Agency was alerted by email to be on the lookout for SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE personnel who may attempt to obtain a**
Pentagon Press Pass, Building Access. With those credentials one gets 24/7 access and can roam the largely open JCS and the SECDEF hallways.

US INSTRUMENTS OF NATIONAL POWER

1. DIPLOMACY
2. INFORMATION
3. MILITARY
4. ECONOMIC
5. FINANCIAL
6. LAW ENFORCEMENT
7. INTELLIGENCE
8. PEOPLE/HUMAN CAPITAL

The eight pillars above allow the ideals in the Declaration of Independence to flourish. These same pillars ensure that the operational manuals for the United States and its democracy—the US Constitution and the Bill of Rights—remain vibrant and defensible. Weaken them enough and US democracy becomes an open question, not reality.

SPUTNIK USA Information Warfare and Open Source Intelligence operations are designed to target the second INP (#2) in hopes of disrupting and distorting the cognitive terrain of the eighth (#8).

- Disrupt the cognitive terrain
- Shape the cognitive environment in Russia’s favor
- Conrad Dobler Theory of Disruption: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21QtXjUodsg
- Remix, repackage facts
- Employ Social Media as Tactical Weapon
- Degrade DIMEFLIP

“International actors in the current era have awakened to the potential of such unconventional methods for compelling an enemy to do one’s will. Avoiding the advantages of U.S. military power, these international actors seek to erode the ability of the United States to employ that comparative advantage. Using the other instruments of power—especially the informational—they seek to employ what is variably referred to as “irregular,” “asymmetric,” or “unrestricted” warfare. Even when violence is joined, direct methods are generally avoided for the classic techniques of guerrilla warfare, terrorism, sabotage, subversion, and insurgency.”

Army Special Operations Forces, Unconventional Warfare, September 2008
OBSERVATIONS

**Moscow calls the shots.** Editors will bark out frequently: “What is Moscow doing?” “Let Moscow handle it.” Peter Martinichev frequently answers his telephone but always in Russian. At times he answers and swiftly leaves the premises returning in an hour sometimes not at all. I was told by one staff member that, “no one knows where he goes.”

**Russian Embassy has a role.** In one instance, Mike Hughes asked Martinichev, “Where are these from, Moscow? I don’t understand them, they are in Russian. Martinichev responded, “No they are from the Embassy and I will translate them for you.”

**Russia plays the blame game, is always the victim, takes no responsibility for actions and denies any charges leveled at it.** Chemical weapons attack by Assad was really a US false flag operation. There are no Russian nationals fighting in Ukraine. Post WWII system is rigged.

**SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE is always chasing Reuters News.** A common refrain throughout the day from the editors is “Reuters has flashed,” which is code for “we must flash too.” In the rare instances that SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE beats Reuters to the punch, self congratulatory remarks follow.

---

Subjectivism everywhere fosters the fatalistic mood of mind. It makes those who are already too inert more passive still; it renders wholly reckless those whose energy is already in excess.

All through history we find how subjectivism, as soon as it has a free career, exhausts itself in every sort of spiritual, moral, and practical license. Its optimism turns to an ethical indifference, which infallibly brings dissolution in its train. It transforms life from a tragic reality into an insincere melodramatic exhibition, as foul or as tawdry as anyone’s diseased curiosity pleases to carry it out.

William James, The Dilemma of Determinism
OBSERVATIONS (continued)

SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE, WEBSITE repackage facts and mix them with falsehoods. EG: Syria shot down 70 percent of cruise missiles launched against chemical weapons plants. Masters of Subjectivism.

RIA NOVOSTI ramped up its operations approximately one month ago. A couple of months after Alexey Nikolov, Managing Director of RT, visited with RIA Novosti staff earlier in 2018. Mikhail T. showed up and began to manage the RIA Novosti staff and hand out assignments, I believe. Prior to his arrival, staff would come and go and sometimes not be seen for days or weeks. During my last couple of weeks, I noticed that RIA Novosti staff (all 5) would come into the office, then usually disperse to the State Department and wherever else they hold credentials.

I am guessing that since SPUTNIK USA makes the news constantly in an appropriate negative light, and has lost what access it had to most of its credible SME’s and officials, it would make sense to ramp up the operations of the one group, RIA Novosti, that has flown under the media’s radar and still has a measure of access in Washington, DC.

SPUTNIK NEWS WIRE does not encourage initiative. With two exceptions (Liuda Chernova and Martin Seiff), Martinichev & Shevaleva keep tight control on where reporters are sent for coverage and what specific angle and questions they want asked. In one instance, Martin Seiff was sent to interview a Syrian group at the Watergate. He was provided by Shevaleva with a list of questions to ask. Liuda Chernova is the roaming reporter for Sputnik News Wire and travels from coast to coast covering subjects ranging from shootings in Texas, consulate closing in Seattle, energy conferences (attended one with Shevaleva and STRATCOM.

Martinichev & Shevaleva are notoriously tight lipped, reticent about where they travel when out of office for any amount of time. Staff is not informed of the whereabouts of other reporters (Liuda Chernova for example). They “clam up” when asked, “What are you doing this weekend?” It seems to be a sort of Russian force field that goes up when, as a gregarious American, you try to be friendly. I observed Cara Rinkoff trying to pry out of Shevaleva where Peter was during a week off.
Russians hide behind First Amendment, are aloof and arrogant. They do not believe their country’s government screwed around with our 2016 election or that they engage in IW, OSINT operations. They mock US efforts to stop their egregious behavior and laugh at TV news reports of sanctions or explosions. They are in Washington, DC, not Moscow. They are always the victims.

Russians operate from a position of weakness. Any positive statement from a US official about Russia is jumped on. Any positive comments on US-Russia cooperation using the deconfliction line in Syria is amped up. If a State Department official says that the US and Russia can cooperate in certain areas, that is “big news” for them.

“Russian efforts to influence the 2016 US presidential election represent the most recent expression of Moscow’s longstanding desire to undermine the US-led liberal democratic order, but these activities demonstrated a significant escalation in directness, level of activity, and scope of effort compared to previous operations. We assess Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign in 2016 aimed at the US presidential election. Russia’s goals were to undermine public faith in the US democratic process, denigrate Secretary Clinton, and harm her electability and potential presidency. We further assess Putin and the Russian Government developed a clear preference for President-elect Trump. We have high confidence in these judgments.

Russia’s state-run propaganda machine—comprised of its domestic media apparatus, outlets targeting global audiences such as RT and Sputnik, and a network of quasi-government trolls—contributed to the influence campaign by serving as a platform for Kremlin messaging to Russian and international audiences.”

Director National Intelligence
“Russia Today round the clock tells the truth about Russia”
Author  Vladimir Molchanov, "Red Star". 03/25/2018 9:36 PM

“During classes at the Military Academy of the General Staff.

The Military Academy of the General Staff held an occupation on the problems of information technology.

On March 22, the Military Academy of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation held a lesson on the topic "Information Wars" within the framework of the course "Army and Society". The lecture was made by Margarita Simonyan, the editor-in-chief of Russia Today television channel and the international news agency "Russia Today".

During the master class, a wide range of issues related to the activities of the Russia Today TV channel on the formation of a positive image of the state abroad and reliable coverage of the activities of the leadership of the Russian Federation for a foreign audience were discussed. The lesson was rather a form of dialogue: the scientific and pedagogical workers and students of the Academy had the opportunity to ask Margarita Simonyan the questions of interest. The speech of the head of Russia Today aroused great professional interest among the audience.

As you know, Russia Today television network includes eight news and documentary channels, information online portals in six languages, as well as the global multimedia agency RUPTLY, which offers exclusive materials to TV channels around the world. From Moscow broadcast news channels RT in English, Arabic, Spanish and RTD documentary channel in Russian and English around the clock. TV channels RT America and RT UK broadcast from their own studios in Washington and London, RT France is broadcasting from Paris. RT is available around the clock for 700 million viewers in more than 100 countries.

Russian servicemen and information front fighters solve the same tasks, defending the interests of the Motherland
Commenting on Margarita Simonyan's speech, the participants of the lesson remarked that it was a great success to communicate with a person who in the West is largely associated with the Russian media and with the power that they represent.

"The questions that were asked, only confirmed that servicemen and fighters of the information front are solving the same tasks, defending the interests of our Motherland," added Andrei Ilnitsky.

The political observer and radio news anchor Vesti.MM Georgiy Saralidze who attended the lecture confirmed the importance of the course "Army and society", noting that such lessons are useful not only for officers, but also for those people who come here as speakers. "I talked with Karen Shakhnazarov, who also spoke here, and he was very interested in talking to the audience," Saralidze said. It's one thing to learn that the army is changing from the TV screen and it's quite another to look at those people who are changing it. It is very important".

The next session of the course "Army and Society" in the Military Academy of the General Staff will be conducted by a Soviet and Russian athlete, State Duma deputy Alexander Karelin.”

**SPUTNIK NEWswire SPECIFIC POINTS OF INTEREST**

- AEGIS Ashore and Afloat, Carrier Strike Groups
- US-Russia Deconfliction Line, Syria
- Any Positive Comment on Russia by US Officials
- Any Negative Comments by Former Officials on United States
- Ballistic Missile Defense
- US Strategic Forces Global Movements (aircraft, subs), TRIAD
- USSTRATCOM, General John Hyten
- F-35 A, B, C
- Large Contracts Listed on DOD website
- UAV, UAS
- P-8 Movements
- USN in Black Sea
- CIVCAS in Syria Caused by US Forces
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SPUTNIK NEWSWIRE SPECIFIC POINTS OF INTEREST (continued)

• Emerging Technologies (RADAR, SONAR), B-2, 6th Gen Fighter
• US Defense Industrial Base
• RFP’s/RFI’s on FEDBIZOPS Seeking Cutting Edge Technologies
• Plight of Native Americans
• Mass Shootings, Active Shooters Particularly at Schools, Guns
• Race Issues
• Energy Markets, EIA
• IMF, WB Reports on Russian Economy
• Justice Department Press Releases focusing on arrest, indictments, sentencing of terrorists and their supporters (particularly if US citizen or permanent resident
• Press Releases from NGO’s Filing Environmental Lawsuits Against US Military, Energy Producers
• Reuters, AP Stories
• Congressional Testimony of DOD, DHS, DNI, DOJ Officials

NO INTEREST

• Criticism of the Publisher, Vladimir Putin
• CIVCAS Caused by Russian Bombing Campaign in Syria
• LGBTQ Even if Recognized, Respected by the US Armed Forces
• Statements by Current and Former Officials Criticizing Russia’s Take Down of Crimea or Russian Military Ops in Ukraine
• Russian Impact on Environment—Energy, Nukes
• Criticism of Russian Governance, Intolerance of Minorities
• Russia’s Doctrine of Nukes re: Escalate to De-escalate
• Criticism of Russian Military Technology
• Weakness of Russian Economy and Damaging Sanctions

NOTE: Oleg Zhiganov, Head of the Russian Cultural Center in Washington, DC Visited SPUTNIK USA Late in 2017. He was expelled by the Trump Administration for Intelligence Activities
GEMS FROM THE SPUTNIK WEBSITE

US Special Operations Forces in Syria Collude with ISIS

https://sputniknews.com/analysis/201710131058214697-us-daesh-syria-iraq/

https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201804111063456875-us-daesh-trump/


https://sputniknews.com/us/201712301060423926-pentagon-training-militants-syria/

https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201712291060410421-us-continues-daesh-evacuation-syria-reports/

Russian Bombing Campaign in Syria Causes No CIVCAS


09 APRIL

Facebook Should Have Noticed 'Russian Interference' Sooner, Will Work to Prevent It - CEO
20:43 Sputnik News Service

RPT - No Traces of Chemical Attack in Syria's Duma - Russian Military
20:43 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia

No Traces of Chemical Attack in Syria's Duma - Russian Military
20:39 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia

IT IS SURPRISING THAT THE WEST BELIEVES BLATANT LIES DISSEMINATED BY 'WHITE HELMETS' WHO ARE SUPPORTERS OF TERRORISTS IN SYRIA - RUSSIAN MILITARY
20:17 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN RECONCILIATION CENTER SAYS CHECKED AREAS OF DUMA WHERE CHEMICAL AGENTS WERE ALLEGEDLY USED, NO TRACES OF CHEMICAL AGENTS WERE FOUND
20:16 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ALL ACCUSATIONS BY "WHITE HELMETS" IN REGARD TO ALLEGED CHEMICAL ATTACK IN SYRIA'S DUMA ARE FALSE, IT'S ATTEMPT TO DERAIL CEASEFIRE - RUSSIAN MILITARY
20:13 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Draft of UN Security Council Resolution Calls for 30 Day Ceasefire in E.Ghouta, Damascus
20:13 Sputnik News Service

Moscow Urges Israelis, Palestinians to Refrain From Escalating Situation on Gaza Border
20:11 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
Claims Damascus Behind Duma Attack Aim to Cover Up West's Ties to Militants - Syrian Party

20:10 Sputnik News Service

Second Foreign Director Leaves Board of Russia's En+ Group After US Sanctions

20:03 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UK Foreign Minister Holds Phone Talks With US Counterpart on Syria - Spokeswoman

20:02 Sputnik News Service

Popularity of Japanese Prime Minister Abe Cabinet Drops by 6% to 38% Amid Scandals - Poll

20:02 Sputnik News Service

REVIEW - Syrian Gov't Faces Accusations of Chemical Weapons' Use Again After Reports on Duma Attack

20:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US, Allies Consult Closely on Response to Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria - State Dept.

19:59 Sputnik News Service

Trump Hopes to Reach Deal on Denuclearization in Upcoming Meeting With Kim

19:54 Sputnik News Service

Assad, Allies Must Be Held to Account If Syrian Chemical Attack Reports Confirmed - London

19:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Warsaw Says Close to Reaching Compromise With Brussels on Polish Judicial Reform

19:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Calls on Damascus, Moscow to Open Eastern Ghouta to Int'l. Medical Aid - State Dept.
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Sergei Skripal's Niece Viktoria Believes Salisbury Episode to Result in Resignation of May

US State Dept. Says Duma Victims' Symptoms Consistent With Nerve Agent

Sergei Skripal’s Niece Says Confident Yulia to Ask for Political Asylum

US, Allies Consult Closely on Response to Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria - State Dept.

Trump Hopes to Reach Deal on Denuclearization in Upcoming Meeting With Kim

Trump Says Talking to US Military on Syria, Will Make Major Decision in One to Two Days

Police Use Tear Gas Against Anti-Capitalist Squatters in Western France - Reports

RPT - US CALLS ON DAMASCUS AND MOSCOW TO OPEN EAST GHOUTA AREA, INCLUDING DUMA, TO INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND MONITORING – STATE DEPARTMENT

US STATE DEPARTMENT, CITING MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND SOCIAL MEDIA, SAYS DUMA VICTIMS' SYMPTOMS CONSISTENT WITH NERVE AGENT
US, ALLIES CONSULTING CLOSELY ON RESPONSE TO ALLEGED SYRIAN CHEMICAL ATTACK, ‘THERE WILL BE CONSEQUENCES’ - STATE DEPARTMENT

19:22 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Trump Says He Will Meet With North Korean Leader Kim Jong Un in May or Early June

19:21 Sputnik News Service

US CALLS ON DAMASCUS AND MOSCOW TO OPEN EAST GHOUTA AREA, INCLUDING DUMA, TO INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND MONITORING – STATE DEPARTMENT

19:20 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Saudi Oil Giant to Sign $10Bln Worth of Agreements With French Firms on Tuesday – Reports

19:19 Sputnik News Service

EU Calls for Accountability Over Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria’s Duma

19:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US, NORTH KOREA CAN MAKE DEAL ON DENUCLEARIZING DURING UPCOMING MEETING - TRUMP

19:09 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

German Foreign Ministry Condemns Alleged Chemical Weapons Attack in Syria’s Duma

19:07 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Must Defend, Deter in Space to Operate on Global Scale - Air Force Vice Chief of Staff

19:07 Sputnik News Service

Uncoordinated Bids to Define Boundaries of Outer Space May Lead to Militarization - Moscow

19:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
Trump Says He Will Meet With North Korean Leader in May or Early June
19:01 Sputnik News Service

Trump Says Talking to US Military on Syria, Will Make Major Decision in One to Two Days
18:59 Sputnik News Service

Eight NATO Countries Participate in Anti-Tank Drills in Lithuania - Defense Ministry
18:56 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Facebook Users Not Affected by Recent Massive Leak of Personal Data - Watchdog
18:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

TRUMP SAYS HE WILL MEET WITH NORTH KOREAN LEADER IN MAY-EARLY JUNE
18:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

TRUMP SAYS US STUDYING SITUATION IN SYRIA'S DUMA, TALKING TO MILITARY AND WILL MAKE MAJOR DECISION IN ONE-TWO DAYS - REPORTS
18:49 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

At Least 26 Children Killed in Road Accident Involving School Bus in India - Reports
18:38 Sputnik News Service

UK Home Office Launches Initiative to Steer Young People Away From Crime
18:37 Sputnik News Service

Mexican Presidential Hopeful Lopez Obrador Continues to Lead With 42% of Support - Poll
18:31 Sputnik News Service

US Government Officials Unsure if Syria Govt Forces Behind Chemical Attack – Reports
18:27 Sputnik News Service

Iran Condemns Israel's Airstrike on Syrian Airbase - Foreign Ministry

18:26 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Three-Quarters of Russians Satisfied With Presidential Election Results - Poll

18:22 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ANALYSIS: North Korea’s Diplomatic Charm Offensive to Have Limited Impact on Talks with US

18:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Damascus Says Views Israeli Airstrike as Indirect Response to Syrian Army Success

18:06 Sputnik News Service

ISRAEL DELIVERED STRIKE ON SYRIAN AIRBASE TO DIVERT ATTENTION FROM TRAGEDY IN GAZA - IRANIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY

18:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

German Airline Lufthansa to Cancel 800 Flights on Tuesday Over Labor Strike -Press Service

18:01 Sputnik News Service

IRAN CONDEMNS ISRAEL’S AIRSTRIKE ON SYRIAN AIRBASE - FOREIGN MINISTRY

18:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

US Airstrike Kills Islamic State's Khorasan Unit Commander in Afghanistan - NATO

17:59 Sputnik News Service

DAMASCUS RESERVES RIGHT TO DEFEND SYRIAN POPULATION, TERRITORY BY ANY MEANS - SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY AFTER ISRAEL’S STRIKE ON AIRBASE

17:59 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English
At Least 4 Iranians Killed in Israeli Airstrike on Syrian Airbase - Reports
17:58 Sputnik News Service

Uzbekistan to Continue Boosting Investment, Defense Cooperation With Russia - Decree
17:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Congressman Urges Immediate UN Probe Into Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria's Duma
17:52 Sputnik News Service

China-Russia Relations May Enter New Phase Under Xi-Putin Leadership - Ambassador
17:50 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia's Patrushev, N. Korean Foreign Minister Discuss Regional Security in Moscow Talks
17:46 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia

UK Trade Union Urges French Counterpart to Avoid Railway Sector Privatization
17:45 Sputnik News Service

ISRAELI ATTACK ON SYRIA AIRBASE IS INDIRECT REACTION TO SYRIAN ARMY’S SUCCESS IN FIGHTING TERRORISM – SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY
17:44 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Putin, Merkel Discuss Situation in Southeastern Ukraine During Phone Call - Kremlin
17:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Putin, Merkel Discussed Syria, Including Accusations of Chemical Weapons Use - Kremlin
17:40 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
Judge Denies Request by Manafort to Change Release Conditions - Court Document

17:35 Sputnik News Service

Putin Expresses Condolences to Merkel Over Muenster Incident - Kremlin

17:35 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

May More Favorable Than Corbyn for 1st Time Since June General Election - Poll

17:33 Sputnik News Service

Putin, Merkel Reaffirm Mutual Position on Nord Stream-2 Implementation - Kremlin

17:33 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia

Russia's Trade Surplus in Jan-Feb Up 28.6% to $31.5Bln - Federal Customs Service

17:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIA SECURITY COUNCIL SECRETARY, NORTH KOREA FOREIGN MINISTER DISCUSSED ISSUES OF SECURITY IN ASIA-PACIFIC, PROSPECTS FOR INTER-KOREA TALKS -COUNCIL

17:27 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Explosion in Afghanistan Kills 5 People, Injures 7 - Reports

17:23 Sputnik News Service

Russia's United Aircraft Corporation Says Will Not Display Products at Farnborough in 2018

17:23 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Swiss Counseling Centers Registered Record Number of Racism-Related Complaints in 2017

17:19 Sputnik News Service

PROVOCATIONS, SPECULATIONS ON WESTERN ACCUSATIONS OF SYRIA USING CHEMICAL WEAPONS INADMISSIBLE - PUTIN IN PHONE CALL WITH MERKEL
PUTIN STRESSES NEED FOR CONSOLIDATION OF INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS TO PROVIDE HUMANITARIAN AID TO THOSE WHO NEED IT IN SYRIA IN TALKS WITH MERKEL - KREMLIN

PUTIN, MERKEL REAFFIRMED RUSSIA-GERMANY STANCE ON IMPLEMENTATION OF NORD STREAM-2 PROJECT - KREMLIN

PUTIN, MERKEL DISCUSSED SITUATION IN SYRIA, INCLUDING WITH ACCOUNT FOR WESTERN ACCUSATIONS AGAINST DAMASCUS OF USING CHEMICAL WEAPONS - KREMLIN

PUTIN, MERKEL AGREED TO CONTINUE JOINT WORK TO RESOLVE UKRAINIAN CRISIS IN NORMANDY FORMAT - KREMLIN

PUTIN HELD PHONE TALKS WITH GERMAN CHANCELLOR MERKEL, EXPRESSED CONDOLENCES OVER RECENT INCIDENT IN MUNSTER - KREMLIN

US Diplomat May Try to Flee Pakistan After Killing Man in Car Accident - Reports

PUTIN, MERKEL DISCUSSED SITUATION IN SOUTHEAST UKRAINE IN PHONE CALL - KREMLIN

Israeli Airstrike on Syrian Airbase Aims to Fuel Hostilities in Country - Russian Lawmaker
Facebook Says Launching New Initiative to Help Assess Social Media Impact on Elections

17:08 Sputnik News Service

US Does Not Rule Out Military Strikes Against Assad in Syria - Mattis

17:01 Sputnik News Service

RUSSIA'S UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SAYS WILL NOT DEMONSTRATE ITS PRODUCTS AT 2018 FARNBOROUGH AIRSHOW

17:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

RUSSIA'S TRADE SURPLUS IN JANUARY-FEBRUARY UP 28.6% TO $31.5 BILLION - FEDERAL CUSTOMS SERVICE

17:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Russian Grain Harvest May Exceed 100Mln Tonnes in 2018 - Agricultural Minister

16:56 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

AIRSTRIKE ON SYRIAN AIRBASE AIMS TO FUEL HOSTILITIES IN WAR-TORN COUNTRY - SENIOR RUSSIAN LAWMAKER

16:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia

SPIEF-2018 Participants to Discuss New Areas of Cooperation Within BRICS - Organizers

16:50 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIA WILL CONTINUE TO HELP DAMASCUS THWART ATTEMPTS BY US-LED COALITION TO DESTROY SYRIA - SENIOR RUSSIAN LAWMAKER

16:49 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia

ISRAELI AIRSTRIKES AGAINST SYRIAN AIRBASE WERE PROVOCATION ORCHESTRATED BY ANOTHER COUNTRY - RUSSIAN UPPER HOUSE DEFENSE COMMITTEE HEAD

16:49 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

26
At Least 80 People Injured in Student Protests in Bangladesh – Reports
16:41 Sputnik News Service

US Seeks Proposals for $1.8Bln Project to Develop Exascale Super Computers – Energy Dept.
16:39 Sputnik News Service

Number of UK Nationals Obtaining Another EU State Citizenship Doubled in 2016 - Eurostat
16:39 Sputnik News Service

FBI to Produce Documents Congress Wants About Clinton Email Investigation - Justice Dept.
16:33 Sputnik News Service

Price of Russia's En+ Group's Securities in London Falls by 41%
16:33 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Telegram Insincere in Denying Russia Encryption Keys Over Technicalities - Watchdog
16:30 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Making Conclusions About Chemical Attack in Syria’s Duma Without Probe Dangerous – Kremlin
16:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

At Least 3 Iranians Killed in Israeli Airstrike on Syrian Airbase - Reports
16:24 Sputnik News Service

Nigerian President Buhari Intends to Run for 2nd Term in 2019 - Presidential Office
16:22 Sputnik News Service

New Report Refutes Trump Claims Refugees Want to Harm the US - Urban Institute
TWO IRANIANS KILLED IN ISRAELI AIRSTRIKE ON AIRBASE IN SYRIA - REPORTS

VALUE OF EN+ GROUP'S SECURITIES IN LONDON FELL BY 41% - TRADING SESSION DATA

Italy to Seek Cooperation Opportunities With Russia After Expelling Diplomats - Ambassador

Ergodan Reaffirms Turkey’s Readiness to Buy S-400 Systems Amid US Sanctions Against Russia

Poroshenko Proposes to Increase Gas Transit Through Ukraine Instead of Nord Stream 2

Austrian Chancellor Congratulates Orban on Re-Election as Hungarian Prime Minister

Kremlin Spokesman Confirms Recent Phone Talks Between Putin, Erdogan

OSCE Says Parties in Hungary's Parliamentary Elections Lacked Ability to Compete Fairly

EU Takes Note of US Decision to Impose New Sanctions on Russia – Representative
Putin, Erdogan Discussed Agreements Reached at Cooperation Council Meeting - Kremlin

Protests Take Place in Barcelona During Visit of Spanish King Felipe VI

China Believes Only US Responsible for Launching Trade Conflict - Foreign Ministry

PUTIN, ERDOGAN DISCUSSED AGREEMENTS REACHED AT HIGH-LEVEL RUSSIAN-TURKISH COOPERATION COUNCIL MEETING IN ANKARA - KREMLIN

PUTIN, ERDOGAN EXCHANGED VIEWS ON PROBLEMS OF SYRIAN SETTLEMENT, AGREED TO CONTINUE CONTACTS ON THIS ISSUE - KREMLIN

Russia Reserves Right to Respond to New US Sanctions - Prime Minister

Turkey Condemns Israeli Military Violence Against Palestinian Protesters- Foreign Ministry

Syrian Red Crescent Society Says Has No Records of Chemical Attacks in Past 2 Days

UK Police Cuts Among Key Reasons for Growth in Violent Crime - Reports
SYRIAN RED CRESCENT HAS NO RECORDS OF CASES OF POISONING DUE TO CHEMICAL ATTACK IN PAST TWO DAYS – SPOKESPERSON

15:01 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Putin, Erdogan Spoke by Phone - Kremlin Spokesman

14:55 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Erdogan, Putin Discussed Latest Developments in Syria By Phone - Source

14:47 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

German Public Sector Strikes Over Pay Rise to Hit Airports on Tuesday - Labor Union

14:41 Sputnik News Service

UK's Johnson, France's Le Drian Discuss Alleged Chemical Attack in Duma, Syria - London

14:40 Sputnik News Service

Putin Not Scheduled Yet to Meet With Russian Businessman From US Sanctions List – Kremlin

14:39 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Lavrov Reiterates Russia's Readiness to Assist Tajikistan in Army Modernization

14:37 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

French Railway Company SNCF Lost About $123Mln Since Start of Workers' Strike – President

14:37 Sputnik News Service

French SNCF Railway Company Says Almost 25% of Staff on Strike on Monday

14:36 Sputnik News Service

Kremlin Says Hopes Other Countries to Refrain From Destabilizing Steps in Syria
Kremlin Coordinating With Russian Government on US Sanctions – Kremlin

Assad Syria's Legitimate President, Inappropriate to Insult Him - Kremlin Spokesman

UPDATE - French Lawmaker Considers Normandy Format on Donbas Settlement to Be Innovative Measure

Russia in Touch With Israel Over Airstrike Targeting Syrian Airbase - Kremlin

Turkish Forces 'Neutralized' 43 Militants in Anti-Terror Raids Over Past Week – Reports

ERDOGAN, PUTIN STRESSED NEED FOR JOINT WORK TO PREVENT CIVILIAN CASUALTIES IN SYRIA – SOURCE IN PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION

PUTIN HELD PHONE TALKS WITH ERDOGAN – KREMLIN SPOKESMAN

ERDOGAN DISCUSSED BY PHONE WITH PUTIN LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN SYRIA'S EASTERN GHOUTA - SOURCE IN TURKISH PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION
Russia Reserves Right to Respond to New US Sanctions - Prime Minister

RUSSIA COMMUNICATING WITH ISRAELI SIDE ABOUT STRIKE ON SYRIAN AIR BASE THROUGH APPROPRIATE CHANNELS - KREMLIN

PUTIN DID NOT CONTACT ISRAELI SIDE AFTER ISRAEL'S STRIKE ON SYRIAN AIR BASE – KREMLIN

FOCUS IS ON RUSSIA'S NATIONAL INTERESTS - KREMLIN SPOKESMAN ON POSSIBLE RESPONSE TO US SANCTIONS

KREMLIN SAYS CONSiders ISRAEL'S STRIKE ON SYRIAN AIR BASE, WHERE RUSSIAN MILITARY ADVISERS COULD HAVE BEEN DEPLOYED, CAUSE FOR CONCERN

SITUATION AROUND SYRIA TENSE, BUT WE SHOULD HOPE FOR BALANCED APPROACH, OTHER COUNTRIES' REFUSAL TO MAKE DESTABILIZING STEPS - KREMLIN SPOKESMAN

ASSAD IS SYRIA'S LEGITIMATE PRESIDENT, INAPPROPRIATE TO INSULT HIM - KREMLIN SPOKESMAN

US SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIAN COMPANIES ARE OUTRAGEOUS FROM LEGAL STANDPOINT – KREMLIN
MEETINGS WITH RUSSIAN BUSINESSMEN FROM US SANCTIONS LIST NOT ON PUTIN’S SCHEDULE YET, BUT POSSIBLE IF NECESSARY – KREMLIN

14:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

KREMLIN CLOSELY MONITORING, ANALYZING IMPACT OF US SANCTIONS ON RUSSIAN COMPANIES, COORDINATING EFFORTS WITH GOVERNMENT – SPOKESMAN

14:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT DOING EVERYTHING NECESSARY TO MINIMIZE IMPACT OF US SANCTIONS ON RUSSIAN COMPANIES – KREMLIN

14:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

China Advocates Objective Investigation Into Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria - Ministry

14:12 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

French Lawmaker Compares Drafting Fake News Law to 'Walking on Razor's Edge'

13:59 Sputnik News Service

Int'l Maritime Agency to Discuss Proposed Ban on Use of Heavy Fuel in Arctic Wednesday

13:57 Sputnik News Service

RUSSIA MAY REVIEW TRADE DEALS AS RESPONSE TO NEW US SANCTIONS – PRIME MINISTER

13:50 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

UPDATE - London Police Arrest Driver of 'Suspicious' Vehicle Near Buckingham Palace - Spokesman

13:50 Sputnik News Service
RUSSIA RESERVES RIGHT TO ADOPT RESPONSE MEASURES AFTER US IMPOSED NEW SANCTIONS – PRIME MINISTER
13:48 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

RUSSIAN PRIME MINISTER INSTRUCTS GOVERNMENT TO WORK OUT MEASURES TO SUPPORT RUSSIAN COMPANIES TARGETED BY US SANCTIONS
13:47 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Syrian Doctors in Duma Refute Reports About Alleged Chemical Attack – Reconciliation Center
13:45 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Lavrov Says Strike on Syrian Air Base Dangerous Development
13:41 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UK Regulator Suspends Listing of Russia's En+ Group Securities on London Stock Market
13:39 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Turkey Ready to Partake in UN Peacekeeping Mission in Donbas – Poroshenko’s Press Service
13:38 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UK's Johnson, France's Le Drian Discuss Alleged Chemical Attack in Duma, Syria - London
13:38 Sputnik News Service

Russian Gov’t to Support Companies Targeted by New US Sanctions – Deputy Prime Minister
13:38 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian, French Lawmakers to Discuss Bilateral Relations in Fall – Russian Senior Lawmaker
13:33 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
SYRIAN DOCTORS FROM DUMA SAY RECEIVED NO PATIENTS WITH SYMPTOMS OF CHEMICAL POISONING AMID REPORTS OF CHEMICAL ATTACK IN REGION – RECONCILIATION CENTER

13:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

RUSSIAN RECONCILIATION CENTER SAYS VISITED HOSPITAL IN DUMA, WHERE CHEMICAL ATTACK ALLEGEDLY TOOK PLACE, INTERVIEWED DOCTORS, EMPLOYEES

13:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

French Lawmaker Considers Normandy Format on Donbas Settlement to Be Innovative Measure

13:28 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia Hopes Turkey Returns Afrin Under Syrian Gov't Control - Lavrov

13:25 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Moscow Not Against Investigation Into Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria – Lavrov

13:23 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

TURKEY READY TO PARTAKE IN UN PEACEKEEPING MISSION IN DONBAS – UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT’S PRESS SERVICE AFTER POROSHENKO-ERGODAN SUMMIT

13:20 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

OPCW Says Made Preliminary Analysis of Allegations of Chemical Attack in Duma, Syria

13:19 Sputnik News Service

Russian Direct Investment Fund Says Decided to Hold Off on Creation of Russia-US Fund

13:09 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Upper House to Discuss Response Measures Against US Sanctions – Committee Chair

13:08 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

35
Geneva Process on Syria Yielded No Positive Results in Recent Months – French Lawmaker

13:08 Sputnik News Service

UK's Actions With Skripal’s Pets Outrageous – Russian Prosecutor General's Office

13:07 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

China Says Opposed to International Sanctions Amid New US Restrictions on Russia

13:06 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UPDATE - Russia Seeks to Boost Business Ties With Iran Via Parliamentary Work - Duma Speaker

13:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

NATO Chief to Visit Berlin on April 9-10 – Press Release

13:02 Sputnik News Service

OPCW SAYS MADE PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF REPORTS OF ALLEGED CHEMICAL ATTACK IN SYRIA’S DUMA, FACT FINDING MISSION IN PROCESS OF GATHERING INFORMATION

12:57 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Newly Elected Armenian President Sarkissian Takes Oath of Office

12:54 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

TURKEY MUST RETURN AFRIN UNDER SYRIAN GOVERNMENT CONTROL AFTER END OF OPERATION OLIVE BRANCH - LAVROV

12:51 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

LAVROV SAYS STRIKE ON SYRIAN AIR BASE DANGEROUS DEVELOPMENT, MILITARY COALITIONS SHOULD UNDERSTAND IT
LAVROV ON ISRAEL'S INVOLVEMENT IN AIRSTRIKE ON BASE IN SYRIA: NECESSARY TO FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENED, THIS IS EXTRA PROOF OF DANGEROUS SITUATION IN SYRIA

MOSCOW IS NOT AGAINST INVESTIGATION INTO ALLEGED CHEMICAL WEAPONS ATTACK IN SYRIA - LAVROV

US TREASURY SANCTIONS AIMED AT SIGNIFICANT DECREASE IN INTERPARLIAMENTARY DIALOGUE BETWEEN RUSSIA, US – RUSSIAN SENIOR LAWMAKER

US SANCTIONS BAN AMERICANS FROM COMMUNICATING WITH RUSSIANS FROM US SANCTIONS LIST, RUSSIAN UPPER HOUSE WILL DISCUSS RESPONSE MEASURES - LAWMAKER

RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND DECIDED TO 'WAIT' WITH IDEA OF CREATING RUSSIAN-US FUND – HEAD

RUSSIAN, FRENCH LAWMAKERS TO DISCUSS BILATERAL RELATIONS, EU'S POLICY TOWARD RUSSIA IN AUTUMN – RUSSIAN SENIOR LAWMAKER

Skripal Case Forced Russia to Disclose UK's Unwillingness to Cooperate - Prosecutors
Russian Gov’t to Support Companies Targeted by New US Sanctions – Deputy Prime Minister

12:22 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia Seeks to Boost Business Ties With Iran Via Parliamentary Work - Duma Speaker

12:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

LONDON’S ACTIONS TAKEN IN RELATION TO SKRIPAL’S PETS OUTRAGEOUS, CONSEQUENCE OF ‘HYSTERIA OF UK AUTHORITIES’ – RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE

12:13 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

London Refuses to Extradite 60 People at Moscow Request – Russian Prosecutor's Office

12:12 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia’s Berezovsky Was Most Interested in Ex-Spy Litvinenko's Death – Prosecutors

12:10 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

London Police Arrest Driver of ‘Suspicious' Vehicle Near Buckingham Palace - Spokesman

12:03 Sputnik News Service

Russian Election Commission Says to Create New Electoral System for Next General Election

12:02 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Man Shot Dead by Police in East London After Making Threats - Scotland Yard

11:57 Sputnik News Service

RUSSIAN AUTHORITIES WILL SUPPORT COMPANIES THAT WERE TARGETED BY NEW US SANCTIONS – DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER

11:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
LONDON’S ACTIONS AROUND SKRIPAL CASE FORCED RUSSIA TO DISCLOSE DATA ABOUT UK’S UNWILLINGNESS TO COOPERATE ON PREVIOUS HIGH-PROFILE CASES - PROSECUTORS

11:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Cambridge Analytica Data Leak Possibly Affected 61,000 Belgian Facebook Users – Reports

11:48 Sputnik News Service

Israeli F-15 Fighters Carried Out Strikes on Syrian T-4 Air Base– Russian Defense Ministry

11:45 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia to Make Public May’s Correspondence as UK Home Secretary – Prosecutors

11:40 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN BUSINESSMAN BEREZOVSKY WAS INTERESTED IN DEATH OF FORMER INTELLIGENCE OFFICER LITVINENKO – RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE

11:38 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN ELECTION COMMISSION WANTS TO CREATE UNPRECEDENTED, NEW ELECTORAL SYSTEM FOR NEXT GENERAL ELECTION – CHAIR

11:37 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Skripal, Berezovsky Cases Unfolded With Same Pattern – Russian Prosecutor General’s Office

11:31 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Media Watchdog Sees No Point in Pre-Trial Blocking of Telegram - Head

11:18 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
IS Militants Tried to Launch Offensive After Missile Strike on Syrian Airbase - Reports

11:15 Sputnik News Service

LONDON IGNORES RUSSIA'S REQUESTS ABOUT PROPERTY OF THOSE CHARGED WITH CRIMES IN RUSSIA – RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE

11:14 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

LONDON REFUSES TO EXTRADITE 60 PEOPLE AT RUSSIA'S REQUEST, 55 OF THEM GRANTED REFUGEE STATUS OR ASYLUM – RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE

11:10 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIA TO PUBLISH MAY’S CORRESPONDENCE IN HER TENURE AS UK HOME SECRETARY – RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE

11:07 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

SKRIPAL, BEREZOVSKY, LITVINENKO CASES DEVELOPED UNDER SAME SCENARIO, DEMANDS TO INTRODUCE SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA FOLLOW CLAIMS – RUSSIAN PROSECUTORS

11:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia’s En+ Group Says US Sanctions May Have Significant Negative Impact on Firm’s Work

11:01 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIA’S MEDIA WATCHDOG HEAD SAYS SEES NO POINT IN REQUESTING PRE-TRIAL BLOCKING OF TELEGRAM MESSENGER APP IN RUSSIA

10:59 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia Registers 9 Ceasefire Violations in Syria Over Past 24 Hours - Defense Ministry

10:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
Russia Questions Israel About Syrian Base Strike Via Defense, Foreign Ministries –Lawmaker

Over 40 Injured as Bus Carrying High School Students Hits Overpass in New York - Reports

North Korean Foreign Minister Arrives in Russia for Official Visit

RUSSIA’S EN+ GROUP SAYS US SANCTIONS MIGHT HAVE SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE IMPACT ON COMPANY’S WORK, ASSESSMENT OF THIS IMPACT CONTINUES

US Rights Groups Accuse YouTube of Illegal Collection of Data on Children - Reports

Israeli Defense Forces Not Commenting on Accusations of Strikes on Syrian Base - Spokesman

RUSSIA ALREADY REQUESTED ISRAEL’S EXPLANATIONS OF REASONS FOR STRIKE ON SYRIAN T-4 AIR BASE VIA DEFENSE, FOREIGN MINISTRIES - SENIOR LAWMAKER

ISRAELI MILITARY NOT COMMENTING ON RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY’S STATEMENT ABOUT ISRAELI AIR FORCE’S INVOLVEMENT IN STRIKES ON SYRIAN BASE - SPOKESPERSON
Israeli Embassy in Russia Refuses to Comment on Data About Strikes on Syrian T-4 Air Base

10:31 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ISRAELI EMBASSY IN RUSSIA REFUSES TO COMMENT ON RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY’S INFORMATION ABOUT STRIKES ON SYRIAN T-4 AIR BASE – SPOKESPERSON

10:22 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Azerbaijani Opposition to Stage Rally After Presidential Election - Popular Front Party

10:21 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Israeli F-15 Jets Carried Out Strikes on Syrian T-4 Air Base – Russian Defense Ministry

10:17 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Former South Korean President Lee Charged With Corruption - Reports

10:17 Sputnik News Service

ISRAELI F-15 JETS FIRED EIGHT GUIDED MISSILES AT SYRIA’S T-4 AIR BASE, SYRIAN AIR DEFENSE FORCES DESTROYED FIVE OF THEM – RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

10:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

STRIKE ON SYRIA’S T-4 AIR BASE CARRIED OUT BY TWO F-15 JETS OF ISRAELI AIR FORCE – RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

10:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ISRAELI F-15 JETS STRUCK T-4 AIR BASE FROM TERRITORY OF LEBANON, WITHOUT ENTERING SYRIAN AEROSPACE – RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

10:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

42
NONE OF RUSSIAN ADVISERS IN SYRIA WAS INJURED IN ISRAELI AIR FORCE’S STRIKE ON T-4 AIR BASE – RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

10:05 Sputnik News Service
Sputnik Trending Today in English
Sputnik News Service: Russia
Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UN Ex-Chief Ban Ki-Moon Elected Chairman of Boao Forum for Asia – Organizers

09:41 Sputnik News Service

Leaders of 3 Major Hungarian Parties Step Down After Parliamentary Elections - Reports

09:34 Sputnik News Service

RPT - US Treasury Secretary Says Not Expecting Trade War With China

09:00 Sputnik News Service

RT, Russia's State Archive Launch Major Multimedia Project About House of Romanov

09:00 Sputnik News Service
Sputnik News Service: Russia
Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RPT - Russian Ambassador to UK to Ask Johnson About Reasons of Visa Denial for Skripal's Niece

08:55 Sputnik News Service
Sputnik News Service: Russia
Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RPT - Islamabad Summons US Ambassador Over Deadly Diplomatic Car Accident - Press Release

08:45 Sputnik News Service

RPT - Russian Prosecutor General Says to Disclose Details on Berezovsky's Emigration to UK

08:40 Sputnik News Service
Sputnik News Service: Russia
Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Seoul, Pyongyang to Hold Several Rounds of Talks Ahead of April 27 Summit - Ministry

08:36 Sputnik News Service

RPT - Nine UNSC Members Call for Emergency Meeting Over Alleged Chemical Use in Syria-UK Mission
RPT - White House Not Ruling Out US Military Actions Against Syria Amid Chemical Attack Reports

RPT - US Sent National Guard to Mexican Border Amid Skyrocketing Border Crossings - Trump's Aide

Saudi Crown Prince to Arrive in France for 2-Day Visit on Monday

UK Prime Minister Theresa May to Meet With Danish, Swedish Counterparts on Monday

Armenia's Accession to EAEU in 2015 Gave Momentum to Moscow-Yerevan Trade Ties – Lavrov

US Not Conducting Military Operations Against Syria - Source Close to US Administration

CORRECTION - SOURCE CLOSE TO US ADMINISTRATION CONFIRMS TO SPUTNIK THAT US NOT CONDUCTING MILITARY OPERATIONS AGAINST SYRIA

WHITE HOUSE CONFIRMS TO SPUTNIK THAT US NOT CONDUCTING MILITARY OPERATIONS AGAINST SYRIA

Pentagon Says Currently Not Carrying Out Airstrikes on Syria, Monitoring Situation
PENTAGON SAYS CURRENTLY NOT CARRYING OUT AIRSTRIKES ON SYRIA, CLOSELY MONITORING SITUATION IN COUNTRY

05:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Syrian Air Defense Force Repels Missile Attack on T-4 Airbase in Syria's Homs - Source

05:19 Sputnik News Service

MISSILE STRIKE ON SYRIAN T-4 AIRBASE CAUSES CASUALTIES – REPORTS

05:10 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Trump, Macron Agree on Joint Response to Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria - White House

05:06 Sputnik News Service

Pentagon Says Not Confirming Reports on Alleged US attack on Syrian Airbase

04:58 Sputnik News Service

Missile Strike Targets T-4 Airbase in Syrian Province of Homs – Reports

04:52 Sputnik News Service

TRUMP, MACRON AGREE TO HOLD SYRIAN PRESIDENT ASSAD ACCOUNTABLE FOR ALLEGED USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA - WHITE HOUSE

04:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

TRUMP, MACRON AGREE TO COORDINATE JOINT RESPONSE TO ALLEGED USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA - WHITE HOUSE

04:41 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

PENTAGON IS AWARE OF REPORTS ON ALLEGED US ATTACK ON SYRIA, BUT DOES NOT CONFIRM THEM – US DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE REPRESENTATIVE TOLD SPUTNIK
T-4 AIRBASE IN SYRIAN PROVINCE OF HOMS HIT BY MISSILE STRIKE - REPORTS

German Authorities Want to Strip Jihadists of German Passports - Reports

China Bans Export of Dual-Use Materials, Technology to N. Korea - Commerce Ministry

At Least 5 People Killed in Plane Crash in Argentina - Investigators

Macron, Trump Agree to Coordinate Actions in UNSC Ahead of Monday Meeting on Syria - Paris

Trump, Macron Exchange Data ‘Confirming’ Chemical Weapons Use in Syria’s Duma - Paris

FRANCE, US WILL CONDEMN USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA AT UNSC MEETING ON MONDAY - ELYSEE PALACE

TRUMP, MACRON AGREE TO COORDINATE THEIR ACTIONS IN UN SECURITY COUNCIL AHEAD OF MONDAY MEETING ON SYRIA - ELYSEE PALACE
TRUMP, MACRON EXCHANGE DATA CONFIRMING USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA’S DUMA - ELYSEE PALACE

Parties to Karabakh Conflict Should Put Aside Distrust of Each Other - Lavrov

Iran’s Foreign Minister Meets With Russia’s Valdai Discussion Club Delegation - Statement

Hungary’s Ruling Coalition Getting 134 Parliament Seats After 70% Ballots Counted - Reports

Hungary’s Ruling Coalition Leading in Parliamentary Elections With 49.5% of Votes – Reports

HUNGARY’S RULING COALITION LED BY PRIME MINISTER ORBAN RECEIVES 134 OUT OF 199 SEATS IN PARLIAMENT AS RESULT OF ELECTIONS - REPORTS

HUNGARY’S RIGHT-WING JOBBIK PARTY GAINS 20% OF VOTES IN COUNTRY’S PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS – REPORTS

HUNGARY’S RULING COALITION LED BY PRIME MINISTER VIKTOR ORBAN IS LEADING IN COUNTRY’S PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS WITH 49.5 PERCENT OF VOTES - REPORTS

YESTERDAY, 08 APRIL
First Buses With Jaish al-Islam Militants Exit Syria's Duma - Russian Defense Ministry

FIRST BUSES WITH JAISH AL-ISLAM MILITANTS, MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILIES LEFT SYRIA'S DUMA - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

Trump, Iraqi Prime Minister Discuss Situation in Syria, Fight Against IS - White House

US Demands Access to Site of Alleged Chemical Attack in Syria - Ambassador to UN

Russia Convenes UNSC Meeting on Monday to Discuss Threats to International Peace, Security

No Chemical Weapons Used in Vicinity of Syria's Duma - Russian Defense Ministry

Russia Convenes UNCS Meeting on Monday to Discuss Threats to International Peace, Security

Over 960 Syrians Back to Homes in Hama, Homs, Deir Ez-Zor in Past Day - Russian Military

Humanitarian Corridor for Militants' Exit From Syria's Duma Reopened - Russian Military
Jaish al-Islam Militants Retain Control Over Syria's Duma - Russian Defense Ministry

US Unlikely to Launch Major Military Operation in Syria - Russian Lawmaker

MOSCOW-INITIATED UNSC MEETING ON SECURITY THREATS TO BE HELD AT 19.00 GMT MONDAY, BEFORE DISCUSSION OF ALLEGED CHEMICAL ATTACK IN SYRIA - DIPLOMATS

Iran Sees Allegations of Chemical Weapons Use in Syria as Plot Against Damascus - Ministry

UNSC TO HOLD MEETING AT RUSSIA’S INITIATIVE ON 'THREATS TO PEACE, SECURITY' AFTER REPORTS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS ATTACK IN SYRIA - PERMANENT MISSION

HUMANITARIAN CORRIDOR IN EASTERN GHOUTA’S MUHAYAM AL-WAFEDIN AREA REOPENED TO RESUME WITHDRAWAL OF MILITANTS FROM DUMA - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

EFFORTS OF RUSSIA, TURKEY, IRAN ENSURE STABILIZATION OF SITUATION IN SYRIA’S IDLIB DE-ESCALATION ZONE - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

BUS CONVOY ENTERED SYRIA'S DUMA TO START PLANNED EVACUATION OF UP TO 8,000 MILITANTS, 40,000 MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILIES - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY
RUSSIA'S CENTER FOR SYRIAN RECONCILIATION SAYS HELD TALKS WITH 'JAISH AL-ISLAM', AGREED ON CEASEFIRE, RESUMPTION OF MILITANTS' WITHDRAWAL FROM DUMA

Over 50,000 Liters of Ether Leaked Into Atmosphere Above Finland - Transport Centre

IN LAST 24 HOURS, 500 PEOPLE RETURNED TO THEIR HOMES IN SYRIA'S DEIR EZ-ZOR PROVINCE, 250 IN HOMS, 217 IN HAMA - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

MOST COMPLEX SITUATION IS DEVELOPING IN SYRIA'S DUMA, 'JAISH AL-ISLAM' RETAINS CONTROL OVER THIS LOCALITY - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

NO CHEMICAL WEAPONS WERE USED IN VICINITY OF SYRIA'S DUMA, ACCUSATIONS AGAINST DAMASCUS JUST ANOTHER FAKE - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

Allegations That Damascus Used Chemical Weapons in Duma 'Unconvincing' - Foreign Ministry

Greek Foreign Minister Says No Alternative Exists to Peaceful Coexistence With Turkey

Russian Embassy in Ukraine Says Taking Efforts to Return Crew of Detained Fishing Vessel
Nine UNSC Members Call for Emergency Meeting Over Alleged Chemical Use in Syria - UK Mission
20:33 Sputnik News Service

Paris Calls for UNSC Emergency Meeting to Discuss Alleged Chemical Use in Syria
20:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

NINE MEMBERS OF UN SECURITY COUNCIL REQUESTED EMERGENCY MEETING TO DISCUSS
ALLEGED CHEMICAL ATTACK IN SYRIA - UK MISSION TO UN
20:26 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Russia's UN Envoy Calls Skripal Case 'Attack on Country's Role in International Arena'
20:18 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Ukrainian Forces Shelled LPR Field Medical Post on Saturday - LPR Militia
20:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UPDATE - Russian Prosecutor General Says to Disclose Details on Berezovsky's Emigration to UK
19:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Allegations That Damascus Used Chemical Weapons in Duma 'Unconvincing' - Foreign Ministry
19:48 Sputnik News Service

Moscow Has List of Retaliatory Measures to Respond to US Sanctions - Foreign Ministry
19:41 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Berlin Police Detain 4 Men Plotting Knife Attacks During Half-Marathon - Reports
19:37 Sputnik News Service
DAMASCUS PREVIOUSLY WARNED ABOUT PROVOCATIONS PREPARED BY MILITANTS WITH USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS - FOREIGN MINISTRY
19:18 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

ALLEGATIONS THAT DAMASCUS USED CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN DUMA 'UNCONVINCING,' APPEAR EACH TIME AFTER ARMY'S SUCCESS IN FIGHT AGAINST MILITANTS - DAMASCUS
19:16 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

US Treasury Secretary Says Not Expecting Trade War With China
19:09 Sputnik News Service

Pope Francis Condemns Alleged Use of Chemical Weapons in Syria's Duma
19:06 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Moscow Has List of Retaliatory Measures to Respond to US Sanctions - Foreign Ministry
19:02 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

EU Spokeswoman Says 'Evidence Points' to Damascus Having Used Chemical Weapons in Duma
18:48 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

EU CALLS ON RUSSIA, IRAN TO USE THEIR INFLUENCE TO 'PREVENT ANY FURTHER ATTACK, ENSURE CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES' IN SYRIA
18:37 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

EU SAYS 'EVIDENCE POINTS' TOWARD 'ANOTHER CHEMICAL ATTACK' BY SYRIAN AUTHORITIES, CALLS FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE BY INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
18:36 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Trump's Team Reviewing Options After Reports About Chemical Attack in Syria - Mnuchin
18:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

52
Johnson Calls for Urgent Probe Into Reports on Alleged Chemical Weapons Use in Syria
18:22 Sputnik News Service

Pope Francis Wishes Happy Easter to Eastern Churches Worshipers
18:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Prosecutor General Says to Disclose Details on Berezovsky's Emigration to UK
18:02 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UN Chief Concerned Over Reports About Alleged Use of Chemical Weapons in Syria - Spokesman
17:37 Sputnik News Service

US Sent National Guard to Mexican Border Amid Skyrocketing Border Crossings - Trump's Aide
17:23 Sputnik News Service

White House Not Ruling Out US Military Actions Against Syria Amid Chemical Attack Reports
17:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Trump Accuses Russia, Iran of Backing Assad Amid Reports on Chemical Weapons Use in Syria
16:49 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Accuses Syria of Chemical Arms Use to Hamper Militants' Withdrawal From Duma- Kosachev
16:43 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Islamabad Summons US Ambassador Over Deadly Diplomatic Car Accident - Press Release
16:33 Sputnik News Service

Continued Strike by French Railway Workers Leads to Trains Cancellations, Delays
Trump Accuses Russia, Iran of Backing Assad Amid Reports on Chemical Weapons Use in Syria

Two Groups of Jaish al-Islam Militants to Soon Withdraw From Syrian Duma - Source

TRUMP SAYS AREA OF ALLEGED CHEMICAL WEAPONS USE IN SYRIA 'IN LOCKDOWN, ENCIRCLED BY SYRIAN ARMY,' DEMANDS ACCESS TO AREA FOR MEDICAL HELP

TRUMP ACCUSES PUTIN, RUSSIA, IRAN OF BACKING ASSAD IN LIGHT OF REPORTS ABOUT CHEMICAL WEAPONS USE IN SYRIA

TWO GROUPS OF JAISH AL-ISLAM MILITANTS TO WITHDRAW FROM SYRIAN DUMA IN COMING HOURS - SOURCE IN SECURITY SERVICES

Trump Says Believes China to Take Down Trade Barriers

Damascus, Jaish al-Islam Reach Agreement on Militants' Withdrawal - Reports

SYRIAN GOVERNMENT, JAISH AL-ISLAM MILITANTS REACH AGREEMENT AFTER HOURS-LONG TALKS - REPORTS
Over 56,000 Policemen Ensured Security During Easter Events in Russia – Interior Ministry
15:30 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

German Interior Minister Says Perpetrator of Muenster Ramming Attack Acted Alone
15:17 Sputnik News Service

Indian Police Detain Several Lawmakers Protesting Near Modi’s Residence - Reports
15:10 Sputnik News Service

Johnson Calls Corbyn ‘Kremlin’s Useful Idiot’ Due to Stance on Skripal Case
14:51 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Syria's Chemical Attacks Reports Aim to Justify Possible External Military Action - Moscow
14:41 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Ambassador in UK Says to Ask Johnson About Visa Denial for Victoria Skripal
14:34 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Accuses Syria of Chemical Arms Use to Hamper Militants' Withdrawal From Duma - Kosachev
14:17 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ALLEGATIONS OF USE OF TOXIC SUBSTANCE BY DAMASCUS SEEK TO COVER UP FOR TERRORISTS, TO JUSTIFY POSSIBLE MILITARY ACTION FROM ABROAD - MOSCOW
14:09 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

MILITARY ACTION IN SYRIA UNDER FAR-FETCHED, FABRICATED PRETEXT ABSOLUTELY UNACCEPTABLE, CAN LEAD TO SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES - MOSCOW
14:06 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
German Interior Minister Says Perpetrator of Muenster Ramming Attack Acted Alone
13:58 Sputnik News Service

Russia Requests UK Authorities to Extradite 61 People Since 2002 - Prosecutor General
13:56 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US SEeks To Undermine Withdrawal of Jaish Al-Islam Militants from Syria’s Duma by Accusing Damascus of Using Chemical Weapons - Senior Russian Lawmaker
13:55 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UPDATE - German Police Find Replica of Kalashnikov Rifle in House of Muenster Attacker - Statement
13:49 Sputnik News Service

CORRECTION - Russian Aerospace Forces to Get 3 New Regiments of S-400 Air Defense Systems – Ministry
13:41 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

GERMAN INTERIOR MINISTRY SAYS PERPETRATOR OF RAMMING ATTACK IN MUENSTER ACTED ALONE, NO TERRORIST TRACE DETECTED, INVESTIGATION UNDERWAY
13:36 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

RUSSIA SENT REQUESTS TO UK AUTHORITIES FOR EXTRADITION OF 61 PEOPLE ACCUSED OR CONVICTED OF ECONOMIC CRIMES OVER 16 YEARS - RUSSIAN PROSECUTOR GENERAL
13:22 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Trump Praises Lebanese Government for Improved Governance, Security - Statement
13:19 Sputnik News Service

German Police Find Replica of Kalashnikov Rifle in House of Muenster Attacker - Statement
At Least 5 Killed, 4 Injured in Collision of Minivan, Train in Crimea - Interior Ministry

Leaked Facebook Data Could Be Stored in Russia - Cambridge Analytica Whistleblower

US Could Provide Skripals With New Identities - Reports

Russian Ambassador in UK Says to Ask Johnson About Visa Denial for Victoria Skripal

RPT - Police Find No Explosives in Van That Rammed Into People in Muenster – Reports

Damascus, Jaish al-Islam Militants From Duma May Start Talks Within 2 Hours – Reports

RPT - US, North Korea Holding Secret, Direct Talks Ahead of Trump-Kim Meeting - Reports

RPT - Two US Soldiers Killed in Helicopter Crash in Kentucky State - US Army

RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR IN UK SAYS TO ASK JOHNSON ABOUT VISA DENIAL FOR VICTORIA SKRIPAL

12:08 Sputnik News Service
RPT - Hungarian Vote Outcome Uncertain Despite Likelihood of Fidesz Party Winning - EU Lawmaker
12:05 Sputnik News Service

RPT - Japan's 1st Amphibious Fighting Force on Duty to Defend Remote Islets - Reports
12:00 Sputnik News Service

Russian, North Korean Foreign Ministers to Hold Talks on Tuesday - Russian Ministry
11:34 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN, NORTH KOREAN FOREIGN MINISTERS TO HOLD TALKS ON TUESDAY TO DISCUSS SITUATION ON KOREAN PENINSULA, ECONOMY - RUSSIAN MINISTRY
11:24 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Military Refutes Reports About Alleged Use of Chemical Weapons in Syrian Duma
11:12 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia Registers 17 Ceasefire Violations in Syria Over Past 24 Hours – Defense Ministry
11:01 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY SAYS READY TO SEND CHEMICAL PROTECTION EXPERTS TO PROVE FABRICATED NATURE OF CLAIMS ABOUT USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA
10:54 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN CENTER FOR SYRIAN RECONCILIATION REFUTES REPORTS ABOUT CHEMICAL WEAPONS ALLEGEDLY USED IN SYRIAN DUMA BY DAMASCUS
10:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
SEVERAL WESTERN STATES SPEAK ABOUT ALLEGED USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS BY SYRIA IN ORDER TO HINDER WITHDRAWAL OF MILITANTS FROM DUMA - RUSSIAN MILITARY

10:50 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Putin Congratulates Russians on Orthodox Easter

10:31 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Afghan Troops Kill 8 Taliban Militants in Northeastern Province - Reports

10:00 Sputnik News Service

At Least 8 People Injured in Brazilian Curitiba City After Arrest of Ex-President- Reports

09:31 Sputnik News Service

Kiev Guarantees Crew of Russia's Nord Fishing Vessel to Move to Crimea - Shipowner

08:54 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

China, Japan, South Korea Could Hold Trilateral Summit in May - Reports

08:30 Sputnik News Service

Crew of Russia's Nord Fishing Vessel Forbidden to Leave Ukraine – Lawyer

08:13 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RPT - PREVIEW: Fidesz Likely to Remain Hungary's Ruling Party as Result of Sunday Elections

08:05 Sputnik News Service

Russian State Duma Delegation Headed by Speaker to Start 2-Day Visit to Iran on Sunday

08:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

At Least One Person Dead, Six Injured in Trump Tower Fire – Reports
At Least Three People Shot in Northern Illinois - Rockford City Police

US Urges Russia to Assist in Preventing Chemical Attacks in Syria – State Department

US Monitoring Reports of Alleged Chemical Weapons Use in Syrian Douma - State Department

US CALLS FOR HOLDING SYRIAN PRESIDENT ASSAD’S GOVERNMENT AND ITS 'BACKERS' ACCOUNTABLE FOR ALLEGED CHEMICAL ATTACKS – US STATE DEPARTMENT

US CALLS ON RUSSIA TO STOP SUPPORTING SYRIAN GOVERNMENT AND TO WORK ON PREVENTING FURTHER CHEMICAL ATTACKS – US STATE DEPARTMENT

Crew of Russia's Nord Fishing Vessel Blocked at Ukraine’s Border Post – Lawyer

Brazilian Ex-President Lula Da Silva Brought to Curitiba to Serve Prison Term – Reports
Russian President, Prime Minister Attend Festive Easter Service in Moscow

04:59 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Magnitude 4.8 Earthquake Hits Western Turkey Near Ankara – EMSC

04:18 Sputnik News Service

Brazilian Ex-President Lula Da Silva Turns in to Police – Reports

03:55 Sputnik News Service

Trump Tower in New York Catches Fire - Fire Department

03:33 Sputnik News Service

US Monitoring Reports of Alleged Chemical Weapons Use in Syrian Douma - State Department

02:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US STATE DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE TELLS SPUTNIK THAT PAST USE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS BY SYRIAN GOV’T ‘NOT IN DISPUTE,’ CALLS RUSSIA RESPONSIBLE

02:44 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

SOME 40 PEOPLE MAY HAVE BEEN KILLED IN SYRIA’S DOUMA BY CHEMICAL WEAPONS, ACCORDING TO THIRD-PARTY ORGANIZATIONS - US STATE DEPARTMENT TOLD SPUTNIK

02:39 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US STATE DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE TOLD SPUTNIK THAT US CONCERNED ABOUT REPORTS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS USE IN SYRIA’S DOUMA

02:31 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Promises All Necessary Support in Probing Muenster Ramming Attack - White House
Trump Extends Condolences Over Deadly Collision Involving Humboldt Broncos Team

Russian Aerospace Forces to Get 3 New Regiments of S-400 Air Defense Systems – Commander

Brazilian Ex-President Lula Da Silva Turns in to Police – Reports

THREE NEW REGIMENTS OF S-400 AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS WILL ENTER OPERATIONAL SERVICE OF RUSSIAN AEROSPACE FORCES IN 2018 - COMMANDER

Police Find No Explosives in Van That Rammed Into People in Muenster – Reports

EU Commission Head Juncker Offers Condolences in Connection With Incident in Muenster

First OPCW Head Bustani Says UK Conclusions on Skripal Poisoning Too Hasty

PREVIEW - Fidesz Likely to Remain Hungary's Ruling Party as Result of Sunday Elections
German President Calls Münster Ramming Attack 'Disgusting Act of Violence'

23:59 Sputnik News Service

UK Refusal to Issue Visa for Viktoria Skripal Politically Motivated - Russian Embassy

23:40 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Murder of Russian National Glushkov in UK Has Political Dimension for Moscow - Embassy

23:24 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UK FOREIGN OFFICE NOTE ON DENIAL OF VISA FOR VIKTORIA SKRIPAL IS FORMAL, FAILS TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ASKED BY MOSCOW - RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN UK

22:56 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

DENIAL OF UK VISA FOR VIKTORIA SKRIPAL POLITICALLY MOTIVATED, AROUSES MULTIPLE QUESTIONS - RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN UK

22:54 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR IN UK PLANS TO ASK FOR MEETING WITH SCOTLAND YARD CHIEF TO ASK FOR DETAILS OF PROBE INTO GLUSHKOV’S DEATH - EMBASSY

22:51 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

MURDER OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL GLUSHKOV IN UK HAS NOT ONLY CRIMINAL CONTEXT, BUT ALSO POLITICAL DIMENSION FOR MOSCOW - RUSSIAN EMBASSY

22:49 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

NOTE OF UK FOREIGN OFFICE ON DEATH OF RUSSIAN NATIONAL GLUSHKOV CONTAINS NO INFORMATION ABOUT INVESTIGATION PROCESS - RUSSIAN EMBASSY
Holy Fire Delivered From Jerusalem to Moscow

Trump Urges China to Remove Trade Barriers, Complaining About 'Unfair' Trade

Putin Offers Condolences to Germany's Steinmeier, Merkel After Muenster Tragedy - Kremlin

Two Killed in Van Attack in Germany's Muenster, Apart From Attacker - Interior Ministry

Over 1,100 Syrians Back to Homes in Hama, Homs, Deir Ez-Zor in Past Day - Russian Military

PUTIN EXPRESSES HIS CONDOLENCES TO GERMAN PRESIDENT STEINMEIER, CHANCELLOR MERKEL IN CONNECTION WITH TRAGEDY IN MUENSTER - KREMLIN

IN LAST 24 HOURS, 517 PEOPLE RETURNED VIA HUMANITARIAN CORRIDOR FROM SYRIA'S TELL SULTAN SETTLEMENT TO ABU AL-DUHUR - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

IN LAST 24 HOURS, 622 PEOPLE RETURNED TO THEIR HOMES IN SYRIA'S HAMA PROVINCE, 169 IN HOMS, 359 IN DEIR EZ-ZOR - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY
NO SIGNS OF ISLAMIST CONTEXT IN MUENSTER VAN RAMMING ATTACK - NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA INTERIOR MINISTER

21:43 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

TWO PERSONS KILLED IN VAN RAMMING ATTACK IN GERMANY'S MUENSTER, THIRD KILLED IS VAN DRIVER WHO COMMITTED SUICIDE - INTERIOR MINISTRY

21:32 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

UK Police Say Arrest Suspected Terrorist Supporter at Gatwick Airport

21:18 Sputnik News Service

Catalan Parliament Speaker Proposes Again to Nominate Sanchez as Regional President

21:09 Sputnik News Service

German President Calls Muenster Ramming Attack 'Disgusting Act of Violence'

21:01 Sputnik News Service

US, North Korea Holding Secret, Direct Talks Ahead of Trump-Kim Meeting - Reports

20:58 Sputnik News Service

Venezuelan Currency Collapses Amid Severing Commercial Ties With Panama - Reports

20:58 Sputnik News Service

No Russian Citizens Among Muenster Ramming Attack Victims - Russia's Tourism Agency

20:57 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Easter Ceasefire Fails to Bring Ultimate Peace to Donbas - DPR Envoy

20:52 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
MERKEL SAYS DEEPLY SHOCKED BY 'AWFUL INCIDENT' IN CITY OF MUENSTER

20:47 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

NO RUSSIAN CITIZENS AMONG MUENSTER RAMMING ATTACK VICTIMS - RUSSIA'S FEDERAL AGENCY FOR TOURISM

20:44 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

GERMAN PRESIDENT SAYS MUENSTER ATTACK 'DISGUSTING ACT OF VIOLENCE,' EXTENDS CONDOLENCES TO VICTIMS AND THEIR RELATIVES

20:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Brazilian Supreme Court Dismisses Ex-President Lula's Appeal Against Imprisonment- Reports

20:38 Sputnik News Service

Cisco Switches Cyberattack Mostly Targeted Russian-Language Internet Segment-Kaspersky Lab

20:26 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Turkish Delegation Plans to Visit Russia's Republic of Adygea in May - Samsun Mayor

20:24 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Muenster Ramming Attack Performed by Mentally Unstable German Citizen - Reports

20:22 Sputnik News Service

Indian Official Says Summoned by Pakistan Over Death of Woman at Line of Control

20:11 Sputnik News Service

Blessed Easter Bread, Eggs to Be Delivered to Russian Military in Syria – Defense Ministry

20:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
MENTALLY UNSTABLE GERMAN CITIZEN WAS BEHIND WHEEL OF VAN THAT RAMMED INTO PEOPLE IN MUENSTER - REPORTS

20:01 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Telegram Channel Run by Teenager Blocked in Italy Over IS Propaganda - Law Enforcement
19:58 Sputnik News Service

German Police Confirm 3 Killed, 20 Injured in Muenster Ramming Incident - Reports
19:55 Sputnik News Service

UK Foreign Office Says Received Russian Embassy's Request for Meeting With Johnson
19:45 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Two US Soldiers Killed in Helicopter Crash in Kentucky State - US Army
19:35 Sputnik News Service

German Police Searching for Explosives in Van That Rammed Into People in Muenster - Reports
19:26 Sputnik News Service

No Reports on Russians Among Victims of Muenster Van Attack Yet - Embassy in Germany
19:20 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Hungarian Vote Outcome Uncertain Despite Likelihood of Fidesz Party Winning - EU Lawmaker
19:14 Sputnik News Service

Russian Military Releases Photos of Syria Raqqa Destruction as Result of Coalition Strikes
19:08 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

POLICE SEARCHING FOR EXPLOSIVES IN VAN THAT RAMMED INTO PEOPLE IN GERMAN CITY OF MUENSTER - REPORTS
German Government Says Informed About Muenster Ramming Attack

About 35% of French Railway Operator's Employees to Strike on Sunday - SNCF Official

German Police Searching for 2 More Perpetrators of Ramming Attack in Muenster - Reports

RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN GERMANY SAYS RECEIVED NO INFORMATION ABOUT RUSSIAN CITIZENS AMONG VICTIMS OF RAMMING ATTACK IN CITY OF MUENSTER

Russian Defense Ministry Publishes Aerial Photographs Confirming Destruction of Syria's Raqqa Districts as Result of Bombing by US-Led Coalition

German Authorities Informed About Muenster Ramming Attack, Extend Condolences to Victims - Statement

Driver of Van That Rammed Into People in German Muenster Committed Suicide - Reports

German Police Searching for 2 More Attackers Allegedly Involved Into Muenster Ramming Attack - Reports
Kiev's Terms on Peacekeepers in Donbas Aim to Derail Peace Accords - Russian Lawmaker

18:25 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Website of Russian Komsomolskaya Pravda Newspaper Resumes Operations After Hack - Statement

18:24 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

About 50 People Injured in Ramming Attack in Germany's Munster - Emergency Services

18:17 Sputnik News Service

Catalan Ex-Leader Says Regional Activists, Madrid Should Hold Dialogue on Future of Region

18:14 Sputnik News Service

DRIVER OF VAN THAT RAMMED INTO PEOPLE IN GERMAN CITY OF MUENSTER COMMITTED SUICIDE - REPORTS

18:11 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

ABOUT 50 PEOPLE INJURED AFTER VAN RAMMED INTO GROUP OF PEOPLE IN GERMAN CITY OF MUENSTER - REPORTS

18:06 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Van Rams Into People in Germany's Muenster Leaving 3 Killed, 30 Injured - Reports

18:04 Sputnik News Service

GERMAN POLICE CONFIRM SEVERAL PEOPLE DEAD, MANY INJURED AFTER VAN RAMMED INTO PEDESTRIANS IN CITY OF MUENSTER

17:48 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

VAN RAMS INTO PEDESTRIANS IN GERMAN CITY OF MUENSTER INJURING PEOPLE - REPORTS

17:46 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English
US, North Korea Holding Secret, Direct Talks Ahead of Trump-Kim Meeting - Reports
17:30 Sputnik News Service

Puigdemont Urges Int'l Community to Focus on Catalan Political Activists Detained in Spain
17:22 Sputnik News Service

NORTH KOREA SUGGESTS TRUMP-KIM MEETING TO BE HELD IN PYONGYANG, TWO SIDES ALSO CONSIDER MONGOLIAN CAPITAL ULAANBAATAR AS OPTION - REPORTS
17:21 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

US, NORTH KOREAN REPRESENTATIVES MET IN THIRD COUNTRY TO DISCUSS LOCATION FOR UPCOMING TALKS BETWEEN TRUMP, KIM - REPORTS
17:19 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

UNITED STATES, NORTH KOREA HOLD SECRET, DIRECT TALKS AHEAD OF TRUMP-KIM MEETING - REPORTS
17:13 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

UK Foreign Office Says Received Russian Embassy's Request for Meeting With Johnson
17:11 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UK FOREIGN OFFICE SAYS RECEIVED REQUEST FOR RUSSIAN AMBASSADOR'S MEETING WITH JOHNSON, WILL RESPOND IN DUE COURSE
17:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Syria's Kurds Say US-Led Coalition Constructing New Military Bases in Country's North
16:38 Sputnik News Service

UPDATE - Catalan Ex-Head Says to Await Court Ruling in Berlin, Hopes to Leave For Belgium Afterward
Tajik Foreign Minister to Arrive in Russia for 2-Day Visit on Sunday – Moscow

UPDATE - Hockey Canada Extends Condolences Over Deadly Collision Involving Humboldt Broncos Team

Jaish al-Islam Militants Attacked on Friday Syrian Forces' Positions - Russian Military

Over 33,300 People Left Syria's Duma Since March 5 - Russian Defense Ministry

JAISH AL-ISLAM VIOLATED REACHED AGREEMENTS BY BLOCKING CIVILIANS' EVACUATION FROM SYRIA'S DUMA VIA HUMANITARIAN CORRIDOR - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

WITHDRAWAL OF MILITANTS, THEIR FAMILY MEMBERS FROM SYRIA'S DUMA CURRENTLY SUSPENDED - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

JAISH AL-ISLAM MILITANTS ATTACKED FRIDAY SYRIAN ARMY POSITIONS, RENEWED DAMASCUS' SHELLING - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY

OVER 33,000 PEOPLE, INCLUDING 29,217 CIVILIANS, 738 MILITANTS LEFT SYRIA'S DUMA SINCE MARCH 5 - RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY
Catalan Ex-Head Says to Await Court Ruling in Berlin, Hopes to Leave For Belgium Afterward

Ukrainian Parliament Speaker Says Nord Stream-2 Pipeline Poses 'Military Threat'

Holy Fire Descends Upon Church of Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem

Hockey Canada Extends Condolences Over Deadly Collision Involving Humboldt Broncos Team

Russian Embassy Says Requested Meeting With Johnson to Discuss Salisbury Incident

Orthodox Christians Start Pre-Easter Processions to Church of Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem

Japan's 1st Amphibious Fighting Force on Duty to Defend Remote Islets - Reports

RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN LONDON SAYS SENT NOTE TO UK FOREIGN MINISTRY ASKING FOR MEETING WITH JOHNSON TO DISCUSS SALISBURY POISONING INCIDENT
At Least 5 Killed, 30 Injured in Shelling of Damascus by Militants - Source

Jaish Al-Islam Militants Fire 2 Mortar Rounds in Damascus - Russian Defense Ministry

Over 10,000 People Marching in Donetsk to Celebrate 4th Anniversary of DPR Creation

Turkey Sets Up 9th Observation Post in Syria's Idlib - General Staff

Facebook Suspends Canadian AggregateIQ Firm Over Alleged Links to Data Breach Scandal

RPT - New Sanctions Targeting Moscow Another Blow to US-Russia Relations - Russian Embassy

Yemeni Houthis Ready for Peace Ensuring Absence of Foreign Interference - Official

Air France to Cancel 30% of Flights on Saturday Over Staff Strike - Press Release

RPT - Sessions Announces ‘Zero-Tolerance’ Policy on Illegal Entry in US After Surge in Crossings
RPT: ANALYSIS - Prevailing Forces in Washington Prevent Trump From Pulling All US Troops Out of Syria
12:10 Sputnik News Service

Jaish Al-Islam Militants Fire 2 Mortar Rounds in Damascus - Russian Defense Ministry
12:05 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

RPT - Trump Says World Trade Organization 'Unfair' to United States
12:05 Sputnik News Service

RPT: REVIEW - US Imposes New Round of Anti-Russia Sanctions, Drawing Swift Rebuke From Moscow
12:00 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

JAISH AL-ISLAM MILITANTS BOMBARDED DAMASCUS WITH MORTAR ROUNDS 2 TIMES, FIRED POSITIONS OF SYRIAN TROOPS WITH SMALL ARMS- RUSSIAN DEFENSE MINISTRY
11:53 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Klimkin Hopes Poroshenko, Merkel to Coordinate Positions on Peacekeepers in Donbas
11:15 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russia Registers 17 Ceasefire Violations in Syria Over Past 24 Hours – Defense Ministry
10:45 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Magnitude 6.3 Earthquake Hits Waters Off Papua New Guinea - EMSC
10:20 Sputnik News Service

Crew of Russia's Nord Fishing Vessel Seized by Kiev Freed, Apart From Captain- Shipowner
09:55 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics
CREW OF RUSSIA'S NORD FISHING VESSEL SEIZED BY UKRAINE RELEASED, CAPTAIN STILL ARRESTED - SHIPOWNER

09:44 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

UN Expert Urges Madrid to Forgo Charging Catalan Politicians of Rebellion

09:30 Sputnik News Service

Kiev Forces Violate Donbas Ceasefire 23 Times Over 24 Hours - DPR

08:57 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Attacks on Refugee Homes in Germany at 4-Year Low – Reports

08:36 Sputnik News Service

Taliban Militants Kill 2 Afghan Soldiers in Northern Province of Country - Reports

08:30 Sputnik News Service

Pyongyang, Seoul to Discuss Setting Up Hotline Between Leaders on Saturday

08:05 Sputnik News Service

Death Toll from Gaza-Israel Border Clashes Up to 10 – Health Authority

08:01 Sputnik News Service

Georgia Ex-President Saakashvili Urges Opposition to Unite Against Ruling Party

07:40 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Panama President Vows ‘Energetic Response’ to Venezuela’s Commercial Ties Freeze

07:12 Sputnik News Service

Canadian Junior Hockey Team Involved in Deadly Bus Crash
Turkey to Reopen Consulate in South Iraq as Security Improves – Ambassador

Pentagon Chief Announces Start of Military Deployment to US-Mexico Border

Saudi Arabia Firms Offer to Dig Canal Along Qatar Border – Reports

REVIEW- US Imposes New Round of Anti-Russia Sanctions, Drawing Swift Rebuke From Moscow

Israeli Army Says Decisive Military Action Discouraged Gaza Protesters

Russian Senator Calls New US Sanctions ‘Gust of Ice War’

Trump, UAE Crown Prince Agree GCC Must Do More to Ensure Peace in Region - White House

Trump Prepping for Interview With Mueller on Russia Probe - Reports

Arizona to Deploy 150 Troops to US South Border Next Week – Governor
NATO Chief During Visit to STRATCOM Says US Nuclear Arsenal 'As Relevant as Ever'
03:42 Sputnik News Service

US Blocking UN Gaza Measures Enables Israel to Continue ‘Onslaught’ - Palestine Envoy
03:38 Sputnik News Service

US Senate Committee to Consider Pompeo Nomination as State Secretary on Thursday - Senator
03:34 Sputnik News Service

US Blocking UN Gaza Measures Enables Israel to Continue ‘Onslaught’ - Palestine Envoy
03:32 Sputnik News Service

Texas to Send 250 Troops to US-Mexico Border Within 72 Hours – Official
03:22 Sputnik News Service

US BLOCKS UN SECURITY COUNCIL STATEMENT TO ADDRESS ISRAEL-GAZA CLASHES - PALESTINIAN AMBASSADOR
03:20 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Texas to Send 250 Troops to US-Mexico Border Within 72 Hours – Official
03:06 Sputnik News Service

ANALYSIS - Lack of Strategic Capacity, Support Prevents Trump From Pulling US Troops Out of Syria
03:02 Sputnik News Service

Trump Signs Memo to End 'Catch and Release' Immigration Policy - White House
03:02 Sputnik News Service

TEXAS NATIONAL GUARD TO SEND 250 TROOPS TO BORDER WITH MEXICO WITHIN 72 HOURS – OFFICIAL

77
Brazil Police Postpone Lula’s Arrest Until At Least Saturday – Reports

Trump Tariffs Leave $2Bln in California Farm Exports Exposed to Chinese Moves - Lawmaker

Mattis Praises Slovenia for Its Role in Maintaining Balkan Stability - Pentagon

Trump Signs Memo to End 'Catch and Release' Immigration Policy - White House

Syrian Army Targets Militant Enclave after Deadly Fire Hits Damascus – Reports

Canadian Foreign Minister Freeland Vows to Keep Working Until 'Good Deal' Reached on NAFTA

Trump Tariffs Needed to Counter China's Intellectual Property Theft - Trade Advocacy Group

TRUMP SIGNS MEMO TO END 'CATCH AND RELEASE' IMMIGRATION POLICY - WHITE HOUSE

Lula’s Lawyers Ask Brazil Supreme Court to Delay Arrest - Reports
McMaster in Farewell Says Proud of Track Record Including Imposing Costs on Russia

01:53 Sputnik News Service

US Applauds Panama for Tightening Financial Restrictions on Venezuelans - State Department

01:40 Sputnik News Service

MCMASTER SAYS PROUD OF TRACK RECORD AS TRUMP SECURITY AIDE, CITES APPROACH TO N. KOREA, CHINA AND ANTI-RUSSIA POLICIES AS ACCOMPLISHMENTS - STATEMENT

01:32 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

LULA DA SILVA’S DEFENSE TEAM SUBMITS NEW HABEAS CORPUS REQUEST TO BRAZIL’S SUPREME COURT

01:29 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

US Animal Rights Activists Call for Action Against Trump Jr. for Hunting Escapades

01:09 Sputnik News Service

Diplomatic Expulsions Spurred by Russia’s Syria Presence – Syrian Ambassador

00:59 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Conference Wins $10bLn in Pledges for Lebanon With 1.5Mln Syrian Refugees - United Nations

00:33 Sputnik News Service

Brazil’s Ex-President Lula Wants Police to Come and Get Him – Lawyer

00:30 Sputnik News Service

Talks on Czech Ruling Coalition, Government Formation Failed - Prime Minister

00:12 Sputnik News Service

Imposing New Sanctions on Russia Does Not Mean US Cuts Off Dialogue - State Department
Qatar Received Invitation to Arab League Summit in Saudi Arabia – Foreign Ministry

Imposing New Sanctions on Russia Does Not Mean US Cuts Off Dialogue - State Department

US CONTINUES TO SEEK POSITIVE OUTCOMES ON TALKS WITH RUSSIA REGARDING UKRAINE, SYRIA, ARMS CONTROL – STATE DEPT.

US IMPOSING NEW SANCTIONS ON RUSSIA DOES NOT MEAN WASHINGTON CUTTING OFF DIALOGUE WITH MOSCOW – STATE DEPT.

REVIEW – Russian Officials Believe New US Sanctions Seek to Weaken Russian Economy

US Can Win Trade War With China if Trump Leads Negotiations - White House

UN, Brazil Ramp-Up Aid, Struggle to Register 800 Refugees Daily From Venezuela - Spokesman

Palestine Demands UN Probe Israel's Deadly Actions in Gaza - Permanent Observer

UK Foreign Secretary Johnson Welcomes New US Sanctions Against Russia
US Sanctions on Renova to Affect Heritage Projects - Congress of Russian Americans

New US Sanctions Against Moscow Harm Global Security - Russian Lawmaker

US Dow Jones Drops Almost 600 Points Amid Fears of Global Trade War

New US Anti-Russia Sanctions Raise Concerns as Relations Already in Poor State – VTB CEO

Russian Military Confirms One Killed, 6 Injured in Damascus Car Bomb Blast

Fighting Escalates in Syria’s Idlib Region - UN Spokesman

London Police to Strengthen Daily Patrols to Curb Knife Attacks – Commissioner

US Democracy Degrading While Washington Preoccupied With World Hegemony - Moscow

New US Sanctions to Consolidate Russian Society Counter to Washington's Goals - Moscow
RUSSIAN CENTER FOR SYRIAN RECONCILIATION CONFIRMS ONE KILLED, 6 WOUNDED IN CAR BOMB BLAST IN DAMASCUS ON FRIDAY

US Acts as Opponent of Free Market by Resorting to Sanctions - Moscow

Russian Embassy Slams Weak UK Justification for Refusal to Grant Viktoria Skripal Visa

Moscow Vows to Provide Tough Response to US Sanctions, Any Future Hostile Moves

Trump Hopes to Have National Guard on Ground at Border Soon as Possible - White House

New Sanctions Targeting Moscow Another Blow to US-Russia Relations - Russian Embassy

NEW US SANCTIONS WILL ONLY CONSOLIDATE RUSSIAN SOCIETY, WASHINGTON WILL NOT ACHIEVE ITS GOALS - RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY

WITH ITS WAVES OF SANCTIONS WASHINGTON ACTS AS OPPONENT OF MARKET ECONOMY AND FAIR COMPETITION - RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY

ATTEMPTS TO APPLY PRESSURE ON RUSSIA WILL NOT FORCE MOSCOW TO CHANGE ITS COURSE, US DEMOCRACY IS CLEARLY DEGRADING - RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY
MOSCOW WILL PROVIDE HARSH RESPONSE TO NEW US SANCTIONS OR ANY FUTURE HOSTILE MOVE AGAINST RUSSIA - FOREIGN MINISTRY

22:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English Sputnik News Service: Russia

Chile Wants to Work With Russian Firms in Space, Cybersecurity Sectors - Army Official

22:04 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Takes Another Step to Destroy Market Competition With New Sanctions - Russian Embassy

22:00 Sputnik News Service

US Complicates Inter-Parliamentary Ties With Russia By Targeting Kosachev - Embassy

21:59 Sputnik News Service

Trump Wants Good Relations With Russia, But That Depends on Russian Actions - White House

21:58 Sputnik News Service

Russian Election Commission Says 56 Experts From US, 22 From UK Observed Presidential Vote

21:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics Sputnik. Russian Presidential Election 2018

US Lawmakers Urge Trump Administration to Continue Sanctions Policy Against Russia

21:40 Sputnik News Service

Trump Wants Good Relations With Russia, But That Depends on Russian Actions - White House

21:36 Sputnik News Service

Trump Still Hopes to Have Meeting With Putin at Some Point - White House

21:34 Sputnik News Service
UN Warns Against Excessive Force by Israel, Palestinians in Gaza Protests
21:33 Sputnik News Service

New US Sanctions on Russia Prove No One Tougher on Russia Than Trump - White House
21:30 Sputnik News Service

Mnuchin Says There is Potential for US Trade War With China
21:30 Sputnik News Service

TRUMP STILL HOPES TO HAVE MEETING WITH PUTIN AT SOME POINT - WHITE HOUSE
21:21 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Washington Tries to Derail Russia’s Dialogue With Europe by New Sanctions – Kosachev
21:21 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

TRUMP TO REMAIN TOUGH ON RUSSIA UNTIL HE SEES CHANGE - WHITE HOUSE
21:20 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Top US Senate Foreign Relations Democrat Calls for ‘Comprehensive’ Anti-Russia Strategy
21:19 Sputnik News Service

TRUMP WANTS GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH RUSSIA, BUT THAT DEPENDS ON RUSSIAN ACTIONS - WHITE HOUSE
21:19 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

TODAY’S SANCTIONS ON RUSSIA PROVE NO ONE HAS BEEN TOUGHER ON RUSSIA THAN TRUMP - WHITE HOUSE
21:17 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

Captain of Russia's Nord Vessel to be Released on Bail on April 10 - Kiev
Brazilian Ex-President Lula Da Silva Refuses to Turn in to Police - Reports

Vast Majority of Bulgarians Support Gov't Refusal to Copy West Over Skripal Case – Poll

Sessions Announces 'Zero-Tolerance' Policy on Illegal Entry in US After Surge in Crossings

All Syrian Ethnic, Religious Groups Should Participate in Talks on Syrian Future - Moscow

US Complicates Inter-Parliamentary Ties With Russia By Targeting Kosachev – Embassy

US Will Protect Farmers From China’s Retaliatory Tariffs - Treasury Secretary Mnuchin

Sessions Announces 'Zero-Tolerance' Policy on Illegal Entry in US After Surge in Crossings

ANALYSIS - Austerity Cuts Become Final Straw for London Crime Rates

SESSIONS NOTIFIES US ATTORNEY'S OFFICES ON BORDER TO IMPLEMENT 'ZERO-TOLERANCE' POLICY ON ILLEGAL ENTRIES AFTER 200% SURGE IN CROSSINGS - JUSTICE DEPT
US Aims to Split Russian Society by Imposing New Sanctions But Will Not Succeed - Embassy
20:56 Sputnik News Service

New Sanctions Targeting Moscow Another Blow to US-Russia Relations - Russian Embassy
20:54 Sputnik News Service

Contrary to US Claims, New Sanctions Target Russian People - Russia's Embassy in US
20:53 Sputnik News Service

US Plans to Lease 390,000 Acres for Wind Turbines Off Atlantic Coast - Interior Department
20:49 Sputnik News Service

Turkey Waiting for Appointment of US State Secretary to Resume Talks on Syria - Official
20:47 Sputnik News Service

US FURTHER COMPLICATES EFFORTS TO RESTORE US-RUSSIA RELATIONS BY TARGETING LAWMAKER KOSACHEV - RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN US
20:44 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

CONTRARY TO US CLAIMS NEW SANCTIONS TARGET RUSSIAN PEOPLE - EMBASSY
20:42 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

US AIMS AT SPLITTING RUSSIAN SOCIETY BY IMPOSING NEW SANCTIONS, BUT WILL NOT SUCCEED - RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN US
20:40 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

NEW SANCTIONS TARGETING MOSCOW YET ANOTHER BLOW TO US-RUSSIA RELATIONS - RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN US
20:39 Sputnik News Service Sputnik Trending Today in English

86
Ukrainian President Says Plans to Synchronize Anti-Russian Sanctions With US
20:38 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

US Willing to Enter Negotiations on Trade With China - Treasury Secretary Mnuchin
20:37 Sputnik News Service

Mnuchin Says There is Potential For US Trade War With China
20:32 Sputnik News Service

Latin American Airlines Interested in Russia’s SSJ-100 Planes – Sukhoi
20:28 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Suspected Plotter of Russian Ambassador's Murder Remanded in Custody in Turkey – Reports
20:26 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Russian Business Not Afraid of US Sanctions – Chamber of Commerce
20:24 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

No Kremlin Influence on Sergei Skripal's Niece - Russia Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman
20:23 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

Italian Defense Ministry Denies Revoking Military Mission From Niger – Statement
20:21 Sputnik News Service Sputnik News Service: Russia Sputnik News Service: Russia, Ukraine & the Baltics

ANALYSIS - Prevailing Forces in Washington Prevent Trump From Pulling All US Troops Out of Syria
20:18 Sputnik News Service

New US Sanctions Aim to Weaken Russian Economy - State Duma Speaker
MNUCHIN SAYS THERE IS POTENTIAL FOR US TRADE WAR WITH CHINA

Fresh US Sanctions Against Russian Business Are Aimed At Weakening Country's Economy - Russian Lower House Speaker

Russian Embassy in UK Welcomes News About Skripals' Health Condition Improvement

US Judge Upholds Assault Weapons Ban in US State of Massachusetts - Court Filing

Twin Bomb Blasts Kill 2 Soldiers in Somalia's Capital, 4 Militants Eliminated – Reports

UPDATE 1 - At Least 4 Palestinians Killed, 780 Injured in Israel-Gaza Clashes - Official

RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTRY SPOKESWOMAN DISMISSES INSINUATIONS THAT KREMLIN INFLUENCES VIKTORIA SKRIPAL, WHO PLANNED TO VISIT HER SISTER YULIA IN UK

Inclusion in US Sanctions List Means "We Are Doing Everything Right" - Gazprom CEO
RECOMMENDATIONS

- LTG Paul Naksone suggested in recent congressional testimony that a comprehensive US cyber strategy and doctrine that sets operational parameters, retaliatory responses, and norms is needed. It would send a clear message that the US will not tolerate malicious IW operations.

- If it is true that the world is at a transformative stage, as political and military thought leaders claim, then it is time to educate young people about the world evolving and likely to come. Inspiration should be drawn from Gen. George C. Marshall’s 1953 

“She watches with the raptor’s eye, trained on distance as she is, and dark—so when she turns to what is close, so intimate and huge, she keeps the gift of sight beyond herself, neither sentimental or detached....”

Who, indeed, watches the passing show with the raptor’s eye? Couple the quick tweet and modalities of social networking with the videoing and blogging obsession, immersion in video games, overtime on the Internet and the constant interruption of face to face interaction by the cell phone, and you have a recipe for attention deficit in the life world. What are educational institutions to do in the culture of online engrossment and the fast electronic update? The humanities might rearticulate its worth in a climate of unexamined absorption.”

A Field Guide to a New Meta-Field, Barbara Stafford
Nobel Peace Prize speech in which he suggested that seniors in high school be taught about war as objectively as possible. That was done for about 10 years at a local private school in Northern Virginia via a seminar titled *National Security in the 21st Century*. The course featured a yearly visit to the USMC Museum and 12 speakers from the national security community writ large. A syllabus is available out there on the WWW. Adults would benefit too.

- As the Iraqi Ambassador to the USA has said repeatedly, his country suffered at the hands of ISIS propaganda as it flooded social media websites like Twitter and Facebook. “Something must be done,” he said. Such an outcome was predicted in *Terror in Cyberspace* referenced in the opening of this document.

- Should a driver’s permit be issued to get on the Information Highway? Should some type of critical thinking test be taken before roaming the WWW? How should social media be regulated?

- Russia’s IW, OSINT operations in the USA must continue to be dealt with by Congress and watchdog groups, as well. FARA registration still allows them to operate with impunity. It is a measure of the USA’s respect for the First Amendment that they continue to operate in the USA.

- Access to facilities such as the Pentagon granted to those in the employ of Russian State sponsored facilities should be prohibited. The National Security and Military Strategies make clear that Russia, and China, are peer competitors. OPSEC should recognize that. I had the privilege, surprising, of being granted a Pentagon Press Pass, Building Access (they are never given enough credit for what they do). I was never comfortable giving out my affiliation to Sputnik and was ultimately pulled quietly, and thankfully, from the Pentagon beat.

**THE END**

I can’t say with absolute certainty why I was released. I was never a speedy newswire writer and there were deadlines to meet. Others were much faster pitching and transcribing testimony, speeches. Initially I racked up about 20 interviews (known as exclusive’s) with former NATO commanders, active duty CG’s, a former SECDEF and others in and out of government, but that began to dry up within a few months of my June 2016 start date as Russia’s activities were revealed.

I confess that the bulk of my behavior at Sputnik USA was an act: I intentionally made mistakes, dumped in pitches to editors I knew would be rejected and argued silly points all to extract responses from my Russian masters. I had a higher purpose there, of course, and that was on behalf of a client. A burden has been lifted and I am overjoyed to be “out” and done with the tasking.
On the Thursday prior to my “expulsion” a professional journalist was in the Sputnik News Wire Bullpen interviewing staff. I passed a note to her while she was talking with an editor. Later, and oddly enough, I had the headphones on listening to Spirit’s hit song 1984. Beverly Hunt tapped me on the shoulder and said, “Do you have something you want to tell me officially, on the record?” I responded that I didn’t know what she was talking about. She said, “I was told by my boss [Mindia] that you passed along information to the reporter.” I asked if she was kidding me. Then I said, “Do you want to know what was in that note? It was a note to the reporter to please pass along my regards to one of her colleagues.”

I started employment with Sputnik USA in late June 2016 and was terminated in early April 2018. I spent approximately one year and a half performing insider research for a client.

DeStonndun Analysis is a one person (me) Brass Plate.

This report consists of information that can be made available on the record. Other items are proprietary.

Even as the United States of America continues to find its way forward, sometimes stumbling, it remains—and will remain—the greatest country on the planet.

—Jeff Stanton

F35USAF@mail.com

703-795-1734